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INTRODUCTION 
In the spring of 1949, the woolen and worsted 
section of the textile industry as a whole, and the Manton 
Mills (an assumed name of a company now operating in 
Massachusetts) in particular, realized that trade condi-
tions in the last three quarters of the year would be poor, 
. 
and that steps should be taken to reduce costs to a minimum. 
In addition to the ppor trade conditions, the northern 
operators had the added problem of selling their goods in 
competition with the low-cost southern manufacturers. 
Certainly northern 'toJ'oolen and worsted mills during the past 
five or· six years have been marginal operators. 
In order to improve its position in this highly 
competitive industry, the Manton Mills decided upon what 
they called 11 Man Hour Budgets" as the most practical, direct 
way of reducing overhead expense and holding operating costs 
in line. 
They first developed the man hour budgets to con-
trol costs in the Mechanical and Yard Departments, the 
reason being that these are overhead expenses, and during 
reduced operations their costs quickly rise out of proper 
proportion to all others. Thus the budget was developed to 
keep these overhead items at all times in proper ratio to 
goods being produced. 
The budgets did just that, and as a result of the 
constant check of the results obtained by the superinten-
1. 
dents of these two departments, many new methods were 
developed which enabled them to stay within the bu~geted 
hours and improve the quality and quantity of services 
rendered. 
Because of the outstanding success of the budgets 
in these departments, it was decided to extend their use to 
all manufacturing departments. 
As budgets for the Mechanical and Yard Depart-
ments were based on actual hours of service needed per unit 
of manufactured goods produced, a new basis had to be de-
veloped for the manufacturing departments. The first step 
taken was the establishment of a base period for the bud-
gets of the six week period ending November 28, 1948. This 
period was decided upon because it was a period of maximum 
output, normal unit costs, and the diversification of prod-
ucts produced. 
In presenting the development and use of the 11 Man 
Hour Budgets 11 , the writer will present a comprehensiv.e ac-
count of the steps taken to develop the budgets for an oper-
ating department, Top Manufacturing. These budgets and the 
principles established in their development served as a 
basis for all other budgets for the Monton Mills. All 
budgets required by a completely integrated woolen and 
worsted mill will be discussed, and mention made of peculiar-
ities in their development and construction. 
Other companies have systems similar to this and 
2. 
the writer will mention them later, but no company other 
than Monton Mills, in the textile industry, has a system 
whereby definite labor costs are established prior to start 
of production and are thus available to first line super-
vision as a guide and reminder to them of their labor costs 
during all phases of production. 
In presenting this material, it bas been necessary 
to change all figures by a given constant in order to pro-
tect the company which has developed this system an~ has so 
kindly made the material available. It would be unethical 
to break trust and present the actual figures, but all fig-
ures presented are related one to the other, and the inte-
grated relationship is maintained. 
It is my sincere hope that the information here 
presented will be of value to others whose trade may be 
entering a period of reduced operation, or whose company 
may be one of the marginal operators in their industry, or 
to another woolen and worsted mill in the northern area 
feeling the strong effects of southern competition, thus 
enabling them to control and reduce their costs, strengthen 
their position, save the investments of their stockholders 
and the jobs of their employees. 
CHAPTER I 
ESTABLISHMENT OF MAN HOUR BUDGET BASE 
In the establishment of man hour budgets, the 
initial step is for the management to recognize the need 
for close and continuous control over direct and attendant 
labor costs. This d~cision is at times delayed so long that 
satisfactory steps cannot be taken in time to help the com-
pany whose costs are increasing, profits falling, and whose 
financial position is deteriorating each quarter. But 
should the management recognize the condition in time and 
decide to take the necessary steps and establish man hour 
budgets to enable each department head to help them in their 
cost reduction campaign, they should announce their policy 
and assign the job of establishing and installing the budgets 
at once. In addition, each member of the lower echelons of 
management should have the policy thoroughly explained to 
him, its reason and its expected acco~plishments. 
The person who is given the assignment of estab-
lishing the man hour budgets and installing them, should be 
inf'ormed of his assignment by top management and their policy, 
plans and objectives clearly outlined to him. At that time, 
he can inquire about his staff and whether it will be estab-
lished from persons currently employed in other departments -
which is the most satisfactory system since they know the 
company - or wrether it will be assembled from the outside. 
The size of the staff will depend entirely upon the length 
4 .. 
of time allowed to complete the project, and the size of the 
ple.nt. Each plant 't~ould require a different size staff. 
Determination of Base Period ~ Operations 
After receiving his assignment, and while he is 
assembling his staff, the director should at once set about 
determining th~ base period of operations. This must be a 
period of sufficient length to give a true picture of all 
operating conditions that will be met. It also must be a 
period when operating conditions for the plant have been 
satisfactory, a period when production is at the optimum 
level. The reason for this is to definitely establish work 
assignments, or to put it another way, to allow department 
heads the minimum man hours per unit required for operations. 
In determining the normal level of operations, the 
production records are studied thoroughly. 
The Use of Production Records 
----
at Manton Mills 
.. 
The first steps taken in the establishment of the 
base period of the budgets were to obtain all production 
records for the fiscal year ending November 30, 1948. This 
means all records, not just the final published records 
which as a rule show totals of final production figures in 
lump sums for the month's operations. Needed and obtained 
were the detailed records showing the fluctuations from week 
to week, and then the figures of production were broken down 
into their various classes. From these, Figure I, the 
s. 
picture of operations for the year was established on a 
weekly basis. These weekly periods were then combined into 
periods of various length such as four weeks, six weeks, 
eight we.eks, twelve weeks and twenty-four weeks, examined 
closely to determine which was the most representative 
period, and how long a period 't'las necessary to be representa-
. 
tive of all operations. After thorough investigation it was 
determined that a six week period was sufficient to present a 
comprehensive view of all activities which would take place, 
and that the six week period ending November 28, 1948 includ-
ed all types of work processed by the company and that activ-
ity had been greater than the fiscal budget base. 
. Use £1 Pay B£!1 Records 
After determining the base period of operations, 
the next step "!'las to obtain the pay roll records. These 
records, a sample of which appears in Figure II, were next 
investigated to determine just how the records were broken 
down for cost records then being made, and what charges were 
made to each department or supervisor. The union and company 
classification of workers, Figure III, was next obtained and 
a list of all job classifications made for each department. 
The pay rolls were then broken down for each week 
by classification, Figure IV, with the aid of the classifica-
tion appearing at the top of the pay roll, showing just how 
many hours of each type work was performed in each depart-
ment for each week of the base period. This was done by 
6. 
Order No. 
Figure I 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
TOP MILL - SLUB DYE HOUSE 
Production Report 
Date _____ _ 
Week Ending ________________ __ 
-· 
Quality Shade Rounds Run Pounds 
' 
' 
i 
i 
Total Pounds 
Figure II 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
EMPLOYEES t TII-iE RECORD 
Regular Hours Control No. 
____ A.M. to A.M. -----
Dept .. ________ _ 
____ .P • !II! • to P • I-1. 
All employees listed below worked the above 
stated regular hours, unless a variance is 
specifically noted on this sheet. 
s.s. No. 
Pay No. Name Hours of Work Total 
M T 'W T F s s Hours 
-----
' Remarks ' I 
: 
8 .. 
Figure III 
LIST OF JOB CLASSIFICATIONS 
Effective August 2, 1948 
TOP 1•IILL 
Classification Groupings 
Section Hands 
Filter Man 
Dye Stuff Clerk 
Emulsion Man 
Floor Hands 
l4:achine Hands 
9. 
Account 
' 
Figure IV 
Identification Section 
of a Pay Roll Record Card at 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
Name 
Deoartment Job Classification s.s. 
10. 
No. 
listing under each classification title the names of all 
workers in that classification and listing the hours worked 
during the period, Figure V. The hours of work for each 
classification were then summarized and put on a sheet where 
they could be compared to the production records. 
Method of Determining ~ of Production Base 
QB Which Budget Was Established 
Having all production records, the hours worked 
by each classification of labor, and the departments for 
which the budgets were to be established, the supervisor of 
the project had then to determine what his base of produc-
tion was to be. At this point, all causes of variation in 
production were investigated. In a woolen and worsted mill 
this necessitates considerable checking as each type of wool 
has some basic difference such as the fiber length, micron 
size (diameter), or shrinkage (dirt and waste content). But 
all types of wool, yarn or cloth were checked as to one 
hundred per cent production per week, and expected production 
per week. This in many cases was done by the cost office, 
and the cost office figures checked to see if they were up-
to-date and accurate. 
Each type of wool, count of yarn and quality of 
cloth was then arranged by its producing record in descend-
ing order with the high producer at the top of the list. 
Upon investigation of this list, it was seen that classes of 
production can be Qetermined and in some cases, in place of 
11. 
l 
12. 
Figure V 
StUB DYE HOUSE 
Tabulation of Hours for Man Hour Budg4t 
for Six Weeks Ending November 28, 19 18 
j 
Hours Worked We~k Ending 
Occupation and Name October Ntvember 
24 31 7 1: 21 28 
Section Hand . ! 
John F. Hart 45 49 41 j 41 :33 John L. Robinson 4o 40 45 40 :38 Francis Krauss .lt5. 40 48 I 48 _3.Q. 
Total 130 129 134 1:313 129 101 
I 
Filter Man I ! 
Joseph F. Giles 41 41 41 4~ 41 33 
James Latham 40 4o 40 40 40 32 
Stephen Donahue _lill. _!±Q. .J±.Q. __!ill. .J±n. --3.0. 
Total 121 121 121 12~ 121 95 
Dye Stuffs Clerk . i 
Joseph E. Theberg 41 41 41 ~t 41 33 Robert He1-rett 40 40 40 40 30 
Howard Hillner _lH1 
-.3.9.. -.39. ..l!A _1tQ --:12. 
Total 121 120 120 12} 121, 95 
Kettle Hands . i I 
Algy S,. Parks 41 41 41 4i 41 33 
Dante L. Stabile 40 40 40 4o 30 
Lawrence Nolet 40 4o :32 4b 40 '30 
Alfred Ploutte 41 41 41 4l 41 33 
William Riley 35 4o 32 4p 40 32 
William Gallager 40 32 40 4p 40 32 
Joseph F. Joubet 4o 40 40 4p 4o 32 
Other names omitted i 
Total for Kettle Hands ' 
631 668 668 68p - --677 536 
I 
fifty items and production classes, it may be narrowed to 
five or six. Often it was found that all production in a 
unit falls into one class. In other cases it was found that 
each item is independent and must be reduced to a constant 
factor. The determination of these factors will be explain-
ed in subsequent chapters. 
Combining Records !£ Affect Budget ~ 
At this point, the department production figures 
which had been determined were compared to the hours of work 
of each classification. The man hours required per thousand 
pounds produced, Figure VI, machine hours run, or pieces of 
cloth produced ~rere determined for each classification of 
labor for each week of the base period. The man hours per 
unit produced by classification were compared for the base 
period. From this comparison, and his knowledge of working 
conditions, the budget director constructed his tentative 
budget figures of man hours per thousand units, Figure VII. 
~ Necessity for Man ~ Budget Coordination 
with Fiscal Budget 
The fiscal budget, Figure VIII, was checked and 
converted to hours per thousand units and this was compared 
to the tentative man hour budget. The tentative man hour 
budget should be lower than standard cost since there are 
allowances in standard cost for contingencies. If it was 
too much lower, or if it was higher, it was investigated. 
Each classification which was more than ten per cent lower 
lJ. 
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Figure VI 
SLUB DYE HOUSE 
Comparison of Actual Hours 
to Production for Six-week 
Period Ending November 28, 1948 
Weeks Ending 
October November 
Occupation Classi-
:f'ication 24 31 7 14 21 28 Section 
hand Hours 1:30 129 134 133 129 101 
1000 1bs. 173 174 175 167 161 136 
Hrs. per 
-742 .Boo -742 1000 lbs. ·752 ·770 ·795 
Dye Stuffs 
Clerk Hours 121 120 120 121 121 95 
1000 lbs. 173 174 175 167 161 1:36 
Hrs. per 
.699 1000 lbs. ·700 .688 -724 ·750 .697 
Filter Man Hours 121 121 121 125 121 95 
1000 1bs. 173 174 175 167 161 136 
Hrs. per 
.696 .694 .748 .697 1000 lbs. ·700 ·750 
Machine Men 
Kettle Hands 
536 Hours 631 668 668 685 677 
1000- 1bs. 173 174 175 167 161 136 
Hrs. per 
3-65 :3_.96 3 .. 94 4.09 4.18 3-94 1000 lbs. 
Dryer Hands Hours 252 255 253 255 248 200 
1000 1bs. 173 174 175 167 161 130 
Hrs. per 
1.46 1.47 1.42 1.54 1.47 1000 1bs. 1.52 
Floor Hands Hours 360 335 358 312 320 252 
1000 1bs. 173 174. 175 167 161 136 
Hrs. per 
1000 1bs. 2.08 1.93 2.06 1 .. 87 1.98 1.85 
Emulsion 
Man Hours 4o 40 40 40 40 32 
1000 1bs. 173 174 175 167. 161 136 
Hrs. per 
.248 • 235 1000 lbs. .232 .230 .229 .239 
Figure VII 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
Slub Dye House 
Comparison of Hours per 1000 pounds. 
Proposed Fiscal Budget 
Budget Man Hours 
Man Hours per 1000 lbs. 
Occu:Qation 12er 1000 lbs. 
Section Hand 
-742 .?44 
Dye Stuff Clerk .697 .744 
Filter Man .697 ·744 
Machine Men 
Kettle Hands 3.65 3-72 
Dryer Hands 1.47 1.49 
Floor Hands 1.87 2-23 
Emulsion Man .230 ·372 
15. 
Figure VIII 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
Top Department - Process Costs 
Top Dyeing 
80-hour Standards 
Machinery 
8-18 Spool Kettles - 144 
10-6 Spool Kettles - 60 
_1-2 Spool Kettles - 6 
21 210 
spoois 
spools 
Spools 
Spool Capacity - 32 lbs. 
Dyeing Cycle 5 hrs. 
Attendant Labor 
Occupation: Hourly Number of 
Rate Employees 
Section Hand 
Dyestuffs Clerk 
Filter Hands 
Emulsion Man 
$1.870 
1.650 
1.645 
1.600 
Direct Labor $1.608 
1.534 
Machinery 
Kettle Hands 
Floor Hands 
Top Drying 
12-18 Spool Dryers 
Drying Cycle - 4 hours 
Dryer Hands 
Cost per pound; 
2 
2 
2 
1 
10 
6 
4 
Costs per 
80 hours 
$149.60 
132.00 
131.60 
.64.00 
$477-20 
$643 .. 20 
368.16 
$1011.36 
$209.60 
80-hour product 
107,500 lbs. 
Cost per pound 
$.0158 
16. 
or any higher than standard cost, was investigated to deter-
mine the reason. If operations had changed since standard 
cost was computed, corrections were made in the standard cost 
figures and a new comparison made. tfuen the actual units 
produced were higher than cost, it was generally found that a 
supervisor 't'Te.s lax in the administration of his room and had 
allowed men to remain whp had no work or were doing made work. 
In this case, a further investigation was made and a calcu-
lated hours per unit arrived at. 
After the comparison to the fiscal budget was 
made, the tentatj.ve budget figures were then made into a 
budget form, Figure IX, ~nd production figures for the most 
recent six weeks obtained. A budget was calculated for each 
' 
of these waekly periods and the results compared to the 
actual hours used, Figure X. If this chart passed the in-
spection of the director,and the plant manager, the budget 
was established. If it did not pass the inspection, further 
investigations were made iuntil an acceptal:>le budget was 
compiled. 
' Figure IX 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
SLUB DYE HOUSE 
M4N HOUR BUDGET 
Date-------------
For Week Starting~------­
Estimated Pounds 
to be dyed~------
Estimated Hours per Man 
Occupation Pounds 1000 lbs. Hours· 
Section Hand x .742 = 
Dye Stuffs 
Clerks X .697 = 
Filter Man X .697 = 
Machine Man 
. 3 .6.5 Kettle Hand X = 
Dryer Hand X 1.47 = 
Floor Hand X :1.87 = 
Emulsion Man X • 230 = 
Total Man Hours 
Man Hour Budget Director 
18. 

CHAPTER II 
DEVELOPI~NT OF BUDGET 
FOR AN OPERATING DEPARTMENT: 
TOP MANUFACTURING 
Introduction 
Top manufacturing today is considerably differ-
ent than it was in the days when our country was being 
settled. Then it was only a matter of shearing the sheep 
in the farm yard, taking all the wool and removing the 
grease and dirt in a strong soap solution on the back step, 
and carding and combing the wool on long even~ngs to prepare 
it for the spinning wheel. Today, however, tne same end 
result may be desired but it is done in large factories, 
. I 
using modern machinery which provides many tyPes of combed 
wools for the various articles into which it can be made. 
Top making today starts at the wool auctions 
' 
where various types of wool are purchased with the fin-
ished product in mind. Fine Australian wool i 1s required 
i for fine worsted suits, South American wools f:or heavy 
worsted cloth such as military uniform cloth, ~nd medium 
! 
domestics, or territory for the usual type of ~orated 
suiting. The wool is then shipped to the manufacturer where 
it is sorted to remove all wool that is off gr~de, or to 
I 
blend two or more types of wool together. It 1s then 
I 
' 
scoured, carded, combed and prepared for shipm~nt to the 
yarn mill. 
20.1 
Two hundred years ago, a family used to produce all 
the top combed wool they needed, but today, at Monton Mills, 
fifteen hundred men and women are employed in its manufacture. 
When work is done at home by the ultimate consumer, costs 
are not of the essence, but under today 1 s competitive condi-
tions, costs definitely are of the essence and with that in 
mind, cost control is vital. 
The variations in types of wool required by today 1 s 
wide range of products made of wool and blends of wool make 
sorting and classification important. B.ecause of this varia-
tion in types, the machine product varies considerably. This 
variation must be considered when preparing man hour budgets, 
because if not, they are worthless. 
With this brief description of top making and its 
purpose, and the major problem of various wool grades and 
their affect on machine production considered, the next 
thing is to consider each department, and its budget, 
individually. 
Wool Shop_ 
The wool shop is discussed here not because it 
was the first budget established, but because it is the 
first step in the processing of wool into top; and· in 
establishing the budget, the first thing the director did 
was to determine what actual standards were in effect. It 
was found that piece work standards were in effect for board 
sorting, and schedules for the number of overlookers for 
21. 
board sorters and trap sorters were also available. But 
the production required per man per eight hours for trap 
sorting was a very general figure depending upon which 
official or worker was giving the answer. The answers to 
the questions concerning the number of floorhands required 
per sorter were equally evasive. 
The director first established schedules for the 
piece work sorters, Figure XI, and the overlookers. He 
then asked the production superintendent, the manufacturing 
superintendent, the overseer, and the second hands to com-
pile separate schedules of production for trap sorting, and 
schedules of assignments for floorhands. These schedules 
were compared and a consolidated schedule for trap sorting 
compiled which each official approved, Figure XII. The 
floorhands 1 schedule was next compiled as above, Figure XIII. 
When the wool has been sorted into lots accord-
ing to type and size of order, it is stored in bins where 
it awaits shipment to the wash house. The batch truckers 
and other personnel involved in storage and shipment are on 
a piece work system and their piece work standards were 
converted and posted directly to the tentative budget sheet. 
With these schedules as a base, work sheets, Fig-
ures XIV, XV, and XVI were compiled and the tentative budget 
sheet, Figure XVII, drawn up. Actual production figures for 
the six-week base period were applied to the budget form 
and the results obtained and compared to actual hours used 
22. 
Figure XI 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
Woo1'5hop 
Sorting Piece Work Rates 
Fine Australian 
Fine Med. Terr. or So. American 
Original Fine Med. Terr. 
t Blood Terr. or So. American 
Fine Delaine Unwashed 
Fine Delaine Washed 
Fine and t Blood Unwashed 
Med. Unwashed J/8 
Med •. Terr. 3/8 
Coarse Terr. i 
Coarse Terr. Low i 
Georgia 
Valley Oregon 
Fine Aust. Crossbred 
Med. Aust. Crossbred 
Coarse Aust. Crossbred 
Punta Arena 
B.S. Crossbred 2, J and 4, Grades 
M.V. Crossbred 2, 3 and 4, Grades 
Low from Domesti~ 
Rate per 
100 lbs Sorted 
$. .648 
.830 
1.051 
1.051 
·751 
1.821 
1.051 
1.176 
1.176 
l.J.:76 
1.176 
1 .. 535 
1.051 
·760 
.870 
1.J5l. 
1.921 
.f3vo 
1.351 
1.460 
23. 
24. 
Figure XII 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
Wool Shop 
Wool Trapping Schedules 
Type Wool Production 
Fine Territory 9,000 lbs. per 8 hrs. per 3 men i Blood Territory 8,100 lbs u II ll II II II 
Texas - strings 7,500 lbs II ll .II II II u 
Texas - no strings 9~000 lbs II II II 11 tl II 
3/8-i Low f Domestie 5~100 lbs II tl II II II u 
3/8~ Low 4 Territory 7,500 lbs II II II tl u II 
Fine Delaine 6,,00 lbs It II II ll II II 
Punta Arena (with tails) 5, oo lbs II II u 11 II ll 
South American-no strings 12,500 lbs II tl II. II II II 
South American-strings s;soo lbs II u II u II ll 
Australian lo,ooo lbs u tl II II II II 
Paint Clipping 360 lbs II II II ll u 11 
~ Wool 
Australian 
Territory 
Texas 
Fine Delaine 
So • .American 
Matchings 
Blending 
~ Operation 
Baling Off Sorts 
Figure XIII 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
Wool Shop 
Floorhands 1 Schedules 
Individual Poundage 
Handled in 8 hours 
33,300 
25,800 
23~000 
i4:~gg } 
8,700 
2,800 
Poundage to be handled 
based on·. total pounds 
received. 
Handling of Bags and Junk 
J0,200 
31,800 
Occupation 
General Foreman 
Opening Foreman 
Janitor 
Sv-reener 
Waste Sorters 
Schedule of Attendant Labor 
Hours required to handle 
770, ooo pounds. 
40 
80 
40 
40 
80 
zs. 
Figure .XIV 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
WOOL SHOP - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
Work Sheet 
SCHEDULE A 
Sorters (Piece Work) 
Fine Australian 
Fine Med. Terr. or So. American 
Original Fine J-1ed. Terr. i Blood Terr. or So. American 
Fine Delaine Un~hed 
Fine Delalne Washed 
Fine and 2 Blood Unwashed 
Med. Unwashed ~/8 (14s & better) 
Med. Terr. 3/8 
Coarse Terr. -1-
Coarse Terr. Low * 
Georgia 
Valley Oregon 
Lbs. 
---
X 
X 
X 
----X 
X 
--- X 
X 
==x 
-
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Fine Aust. Crossbred·: 
Med. &.Fine Med. Aust. 
Coarse Aust. Crossbred 
Punta Arena 
X 
Crossbred ===: x 
X 
B .. S. Crossbred 2, 3, & 4 Grade 
M.V. Crossbred 2. 3, & 4 Grade 
Low from Domestiu 
X 
_x 
X 
X 
Budget Hours Sorters (Piece Work) 
Post· to Budget Sheet 
Man Hrs.. Budget 
1000 lbs. Hours 
4.0 
5.4 
6.5 
6.5 
4.6 
1.1 6.5 
7·3 
7·3 
7·3 
7·3 
2·5 o.5 
4.6 
5.4 
8.4 
11.9 5.4 
8.4 
9-0 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
26. 
Figure XV 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
WOOL SHOP - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
Work Sheet 
SCHEDULE ~ 
Sorters (Day~) 
~ Wool Lbs~ 
Fine Territory X i Blood Territory X 
Texas - With Strings X 
Texas - No Strings X 
J/8 - f Low - ! Domestic X 
-3/8 - 4 Low - 4 Territory X 
Fine Delaine X 
Punta Arena (with tails) X 
So. American - No Strings - X 
So. American - Strings 
-
X Australian X 
Paint Clipping X 
Budget Hours Sorters (Day Pay) 
Post to Budget Sheet 
Man Hrs. 
1000 lbs. 
2.6 
J,.O 
J.2 
2 .. 6 
7-9 
J.2 
~:4 
1.4 4. 
2 .. 4 
66.7 
Budget 
Hours 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
Figure XVI. 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
WOOL SHOP - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
Work Sheet 
SCHEDULE Q 
Overlookers 
Sorters (Piece Work) Hours + 7 
Sorters (Day Pay) Hours + . 3 
Trapping Australian by Overlookera 
_____ lbs. x 2.0.hrs. per lOOO lbs. 
White House Overlooking lbs. x 10.00 
. · · hra./1000 lbs. 
Trapping South American by Overlookers 
__ ,...lbs. x 1.9 hrs .. per 1000 lbs. 
Australian 
Territory 
Texas 
Fine Delaine 
So. .American 
Blending 
Total Overlooking Hours 
Post to Budget.Slieet 
SCHEDULE D 
FLOORHANDS 
Lbs. o.f Wool 
Total lbs. to 
Wool Shop 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Baling Off Sorts 
Handling Bags & Junk -------
.24 
.. 31 
.35 
.42 
.. 92 
2 .. 80 
.262 
.251 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
::: 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
Total Floorband Hours = 
Post to Budget Sheet 
28. 
Figure XVII 
Date 
--------
MONTON MILLS INC. 
WOOL SHOP - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
For Week Startin=·---------------
E. Total Pounds to be handled in Wool Shop 
F. Number of batches to be processed at Solvent Plant 
0CCUQation Budget Hours 
Sorters (Piece Work) Compiled on 
Sorters (Day Pay) 
OVer lookers 
Floor Hands 
Sub Total 
General Foreman 
Opening Foreman 
Janitor 
Sweeper 
Waste Sorters 
Sub Total 
Wool Delivery 
Foreman 
Batch Truckers 
Bridgemen 
Bin Foreman 
Bin Crane Tender 
Sub Total 
Schedule 
Compiled 
Schedule 
Compiled 
Schedule 
Compiled 
Schedule 
Hrs. per 
1000 lbs • 
A 
on 
B 
on 
c 
on 
D 
• 052 X F ___ = 
.104 X F - -----
.052 x·F::::: ~ 
.052 X F ___ = ---'--
.104 X F = 
--- ---
Hrs./Batch 
.88 
4.1J 
.83 
.44 
1.76 
X E:---
xE = 
X E = -----
= 
----
X E~-- = -----
X E. ___ =---
Total Budget Hours 
Man Hour Budget Director 
during that period. This result appeared satisfactory and 
the tentative budget was compared to the fiscal budget. 
Here it was found that many operating conditions had 
changed and the fiscal budget was corrected to bring it in 
line with then current operating conditions. After correlat-
ing to the fiscal budget, the tentative man hour budget was 
applied to the most current six-week production period, and 
passing inspection was installed. 
The graph, Figure XVIII, shows the comparison of 
budget to actual for that six-week period at the left of the 
Figure, and the comparison eighteen months later shows how 
costs in that department were brought under control. 
A spokesman at the mill said, 11 If we have accom-
plished nothing else in the Top Mill by the use of man hour 
budgets, we have brought the cost-of wool sorting into line 
and kept it there, and the savings in that department alone 
in a year will pay for all the budgets for the mill." 
Scouring 
In investigating the wash house production and 
employment records, it was determined that washing was a 
machine-controlled operation and that the number of washers 
run varied directly with the number of cards run. This was 
questioned and production tests were made on all types of 
wool and it was found that the increase or decrease in 
washer production was in direct proportion to the increase 
or decrease in production per card. Next, the constant 
,30. 
oi 
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w 
<1) 
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w 
.·• 
relationship between machine hours and man ho~rs .was checked 
and it was found that not only during the base period but in 
periods both previous and subsequent to the base period this 
I 
' 
con~ition existed. This constant relationship between man 
hours and machine hours upon further investig~tion proved to 
be necessary due to the type of machinery and the method of 
operation. 
In the final analysis, it was deter~ined that the 
control point for the wash house was the number of cards 
i 
I 
running in the card room, and that the trouble point would 
be the operation of too many washers at the s~art of the wee~, 
thus necessitating the employment of surplus help at the end 
of the work week due to the union contract cl~use governing 
hours of work. So in this case, it was decid~d to list both 
the number of washers required and the number of men required 
to run them. 
The investigations showed that .0417 forty-hour 
washers were required to service one forty-hour ~ard, 
Figure XIX, and from employment and production records, the 
necessary help per forty-hour washer was dete~ined. These 
figures were checked against the cost department fiscal 
budget, and the tentative budget was prepared !and checked both 
against the base period and the six most rece~t weeks before 
installation. As a result of these checks, t4e tentative 
I 
budget was approved and the permanent budget, 'Figure XIX, 
was placed in operation. The wash house has 9onstantly 
32. 
Figure XIX 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
WASH HOUSE - MAN HOUR BUDGET 1 
For Weeki Startinog ______ _ 
Estimated Number of 40-hour Cards 
to run~--------------
Estimated No. of 
40-hour Cards x .0417 -
--------· 
40-Hour Washers 
-----.---
40 Hour 
Occupation Washers 
Section Hand 
Repair Man 
Machine Man 
Fixer 
Machine Attendant 
Wool Receiver 
Scrubber· 
Man Hours per' 
40 Hour Washer 
X ?.54 
X 7-92 
X 221.57 
X 11 ... 38 
X 63.50 
:X: 2?.60 
X J.98 
Total Budget Hours 
= 
= 
= 
Budget 
Hours 
Man Hour Budget 1Director 
operated in the black since its installation. 
Oard Room 
The first problem to confront the budget director 
was the lack of adequate measures of production. It was the 
custom of the mill to weigh·· the wool when it was sent from 
the wool shop to the wash house, and again attar it had been 
combed, but there were no regular intermediate weighings or 
checks on production. Many ideas were considered as to the 
possibilities of installing scales, but these were decided 
against. This left the only basis which could be used, 
machine hours run, and this base was finallY:agreed upon. 
The other major problem was the fluctuating 
machine assignments due to machinery layouts~ On one combina-
tion, a doffer could doff sixteen cards because the delivery 
ends faced each other, while on another line ,only eight were 
serviced because the delivery end faced a blank wall. This 
condition was also true of the card feeders. In this case, 
the number of cards serviced varied due to the distance from 
the raw material storage area from whence they had to truck 
their material. Thus it can be readily understoqd wby some 
cards were more economical to operate than o~hers. Add to 
this the indefinite schedules of card stripping (cleaning), 
and there is a bad set of conditions with which to start. 
I As stated above, the first problem was resolved by 
settling on a basis of machine hours run. Ttie second 
problem was handled in the following manner. The maximum 
34. 
expected production level of the room ~s estimated and 
checked from records over the past four years. This lias 
checked both as to total pounds and types of wool produced. 
When this level was determined, the budget director, to-
gether with the superintendent and overseer, set up the 
correct and most economical machinery layout to handle this 
level of operation. From this, an optimum schedule of help 
required was established. 
This left only the card stripper classification to 
be checked. It was the opinion of the overseer that cards 
should be stripped every forty running hours, while the 
superintendent said forty-eight, and the second hands forty-
four. In order to determine which schedules should be allowed 
for in the budget, three lines of eight cards each were set 
aside for a test over a period of two weeks. At the end of 
two weeks, it·was decided that cards should be stripped 
every forty-eight running hours. 
Having settled these questions, the budget director 
then assembled all pay roll data previously described, and. 
obtained for each week of the six-week base period the man 
hours required by classification per forty-hour card. By 
inspection of the comparison sheet, he established a tenta-
tive man hour budget. 
The director next compiled a tentative man hour 
budget from the optimum schedules of help, and strippers 
schedules based on forty-eight-hour intervals of stripping. 
These two tentative budgets were compared and a composite 
arrived at. This composite budget then had to be con-
verted to a schedule of help and discussed with mill super-
Visio~ to receive their approval. After its approval, it 
was compared to the fiscal budget, and as a result, the 
fiscal budget was revised and a new cost system established 
for the room. This enabled the mill to revise its quoted 
prices downward at least. one cent a pound on finished top, 
which does not souQd like very much, but considering it on 
a million-pound order, it is quite worthy of consideration. 
The tentative budget was next applied to the base 
period and compared to actual performance. There was con-
siderable spread between actual and budget on the graph, 
and th& same was true of the most recent six-week period, 
but as the superintendent and overseer maintained that it was 
practicable and obtainable, it was put in. The finished 
budget appears in Figure XX. 
This budget has been in operation approximately 
two years and costs have been lowered approximately eight 
per cent as a result. It has been successful and its 
standards have been met consistently. 
Bradford Oombing BQgm 
This room did not present the same problems as 
the card room since each worker had a definite assignment, 
and the· hours a comb mirider worked could be established 
against the comb hours run with no difficulty. But this 
Figure XX 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
WORSTED CARDING - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
Occupation; 
Section Hands 
Card Olothers 
Fixers 
Sliver Inspectors 
Hand Strippers 
Vacuum Strippers 
Scrubbers 
Grinder Helpers 
Floor Hands 
Feeders 
Cleaners) 
) Card Hands 
Ball~rs ) 
Picker Hand 
Asst. Sect. Hand (Dust) 
Dusters ) 
) 
Duster Floor Hands) 
) 
Burr Machine Men ~Duster-Burr 
Burr Men )Men 
For Week Starting _____ _ 
No. of 40 Man hrs. Budget 
hr. Cards per 40 Hours 
hr. card 
----X 1.10 = 
X .184 = 
X .550 = 
X .146 
-
X 1.46 = 
X .)66 = 
X .2)9 = 
X 
·927 = 
X ).)0 = 
X 4.02 = 
X ~ 5.16 = 
X 3-58 = 
X .191 = 
X .124 = 
X .479 = 
X .119 = 
X .200 = 
X .725 
-
Total Budget Hours 
Man Hour Budget Director 
. .,_' .. 
f· :~': .,~/:'f .. o-:t 
room presented the problem of different operations for 
certain types of wool and also, wools receiving the same 
operations produced at different rates. 
Because of this fact, the budget director de-
cided to first test the actual production of the combs, 
and compare it to the cost department's standard produc-
tion figures. These tests were made and the figures found 
to be satisfactory. The standard production figures for 
each type wool were examined and it was found that five 
distinct producing classes existed. The budget director 
next took the standard help assignment from the cost de-
partment•s figures and applied them to the production 
classes to arrive at tentative man hours per one thousand-
pounds. 
Next came the problem of checking actual man 
hours used per one thousand pounds. It was necessary to 
go back over the records for the past five years in order 
that the appreciable long runs of each type of wool could 
be checked against the test production figures and the cost 
department's standard assignment figures. As a result of 
this check, a revision of figures was necessary. It was 
then believed the tentative budget could be applied to the 
base period. This was done and the results were not satis-
factory. Further checks were necessary and a second re-
Vision made which proved satisfactory when compared to the 
base period and the six most recent weeks before installation. 
- . 
..... - .. ~-~~ 
" 
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But in the first three months of operation it was re-
vised twice before a satisfactory budget was ~stablished. 
In this case, all figures concerning the man 
hours per one thousand pounds were contained bn the work 
sheets, five in number, one for each producing class and 
the summary tabulated on the final budget sheet which was 
sent forward to the overseer and superintendent. 
The writer has included the work sheet for one 
group of fine-type high producing wools, Figu~e XXI, and 
one sheet for medium-type low producing wools, Figure XXII. 
The final budget form which is, in essence, a summary sheet 
is presented in Figure XXIII. 
In budgets covered in th~ next chapters, it will 
be noticed that lower producing qualities have been ad-
justed ~Y a correction factor, and the corrected poundage 
applied to the index factors. This might have been done in 
! 
this case but it was not considered desirable or practicable 
due to the room set-up. This room which is operated by one 
overseer could be classed as two rooms under most conditions. 
This is because the equipment for fine wools is different 
from the coarse wool machinery in many respects, and because 
some of the operations performed on fine·woolS are not per-
formed on coarse. On coarse wools, gills replace back-
washers. 
Because of these facts, the oversee~ and budget 
director believed that closer controls could be maintained 
Figure XXI 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
BRADFORD COMBING - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
Work Sheet 
Grade l EF - 14 T Sp. 
Hrs. per Lbs. of 
1000 lbs. Top 
Section Hand .302 X 
Finisher Section Hand .302 X 
Comb Section Hand 1.210 X 
Repair Man Section Hand .099 X 
Repair Man Helper Fixer 
.099 X 
Finisher Fixer ·1.510 X 
Oomb Fixer 3·330 X Backwasher FiXer 1.54o X 
Automatic Spray Fixer 
.099 X 
Scrubber 
.195 X 
Waste Man .302 X 
Soap Boiler .302 X 
Elevator Man .6o4 X 
SUpply Clerk 
.099 X 
Head Top Inspector .099 X 
!fop Inspector .302 X 
Noil Clerk . 202 X ::. 
Backwasher Hand 4.790 X 
Gill Box Tender 6.870 X 
Baller 5.710 :X: 
Oomb Minder 9.680 X 
Finisher 8.160 X 
Hospital .055 X 
Office .039 X 
Totals 
40. 
Budget 
Hours 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
-
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
Figure XXII 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
BRADFORD COMBING - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
Work Sheet 
Grade l4i'A - 1.5 T 
Hrs. per Lbs. of 
1000 lbs. Top 
Finisher Section Hand .236 X 
Comb Section Hand • 7.52 X 
Repair Man Section Hand .071 X 
Repair Man Helper Fixer .071 X 
Finisher Fixer 1.180 X 
Comb Fixer 2 .. 580 X 
Automatic Spray Fixer 
.oz.l X 
Scrubber .1 1 X 
Waste Man .188 X 
Elevator Man .479 X 
Supply Clerk .071 X 
Head Top Inspector .071 X 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= Top Inspector .236 X = 
Nail Clerk .165 X = 
Gill Box Tender 11 .. 320 X = 
Baller .5.540 X = 
Comb Minder 11.320 X = 
Finisher 11.320 X = 
Hospital .047 X = 
Office .047 X = 
Totals 
41. 
Budget 
Hours 
Date ____________ _ 
Figure XXIII· 
MONTON MILLS INO. 
BRADFORD COMBING - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
For Week Starting 
Number of Pounds of Top, Grade 1 EF - 13 T Sp 
Number of Pounds of Top, Grade 13 Sp- 14 T 
Number of Pounds of Top, Grade ll.vi A- 1.5 T 
Number of Pounds of Top, Grade 1.5 B - 16i A 
Number of Pounds of Top, Grade 18 B - 2l C 
Occu:Qation Hrs. for Hrs. for 
Grade Grade 
lEF-14T ll.iiA-210 
Section Hand plus 
Finisher Section Hand .tl 
Comb Section Hand ll 
Repair Man Section Hand u 
Repair Man Helper Fixer II 
Finisher Fixer u 
Comb Fixer tl 
Backwash Fixer u 
Automatic Spray Fixer II 
Scrubber II 
Waste Man ll 
Soap Boiler u 
Elevator Man II 
Supply Clerk II 
Head Top Inspector II 
Top Inspector II 
Noil Clerk II 
Backwasher Hand u 
Gill Box Tender li 
Baller u 
Comb Minder II 
Finisher II 
Hospital II 
Office II 
Total Budget Hours 
Man Hou~ Budget 
Budget 
Hours 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
-= 
= 
= 
::: 
= 
Director 
through the use of separate work sheets and the summary-
type budget form. 
~~Room 
The budget preparation for this room followed the 
pattern outlined in Chapter I, and followed it so closely 
that the work sheets used in the preparation of this de-
partment budget, together with the final budget form, were 
used to illustrate that chapter. It is believed sufficient 
to say here that this was a basic type budget relatively 
easy to set up and administer. It has proved successful in 
operation and has resulted in a net savings to the company 
of approximately one hundred to one hundred and twenty 
dollars per week since it has been in operation, or approx-
imately five per cent of the pa~ roll. Anyth~ng that can 
save five per cent of direct labor cost in today 1 s expensive 
labor market is certainly worth while. The budget for this 
department is shown in Figure IX. 
Colored Combing ~ 
Under today 1 s operating conditions this title ia 
misleading since no combing is done in this room. Combing 
after dyeing has been eliminated and slub dyed top is only 
blended before shipping to the yarn mills. 
This budget also was of the basic type due to the 
fact that under present schedules only fine wool tops are 
being slub dyed. Since no other grade was processed for 
two years prior to the base period, and no business in 
43. 
other grades was expected subsequent to the time the bud-
get was prepared 1 it was set up only on the one grade of 
work. Of course, if different type wools should be pro-
cessed in the future, the budget would have to be corrected 
on the basis of the new grade. 
Since this budget was of the basic type, there is 
no valid reason to ·elaborate further on its development 
other than to say it saved approximately four per cent of 
the labor cost per week after being put into operation. A 
copy of this budget appears in Figure XXIV. 
The preceding pages have described the compila-
tion and installation of budgets for an oper~ting depart-
ment at Monton Mills. Some were of the basic type and 
others were more complicated, but all followed the basic 
pattern described in Chapter I, and all have proved to be 
successful in operation. These budgets are easily com-
piled by a person familiar with production and cost work, 
and can be administered at a minimum of cost with a maxi-
mum of results. In a later chapter, the total savings per 
year realized by these budgets in this and other depart-
ments will be sho~~-
44. 
Figure XXIV 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
Date ______________ __ 
COLORED COMBING - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
For Week Starting, __________ _ 
Estimated Pounds to be Blended 
'--------
Occunation Standard Hrs. 
ner 1000 lbs. 
Asst. Section Hands 1.86 X lbs. = 
F-ixers 2.28 X lbs .. = 
Winders & Um1inders 8.64 X ;Lbs. = 
Single Blend 2.37 X lbs. = 
Double Blend 6.99 X lbs. = 
Bale Opener .557 X lbs. :::: 
Spool Coverer 1.70 X lbs. :::: 
Elevator - Waste Man .829 X lbs. = 
Scrubbers .207 X lbs. -
Clerks • 207 X lbs • = 
Foreman • 207 X lbs • = 
Sub Foreman • 207 X lbs • = 
Head Sample Man .207 X lbs. = 
Blends 2.28 X lbs .. :::: 
Total Hours 
Man Hour Budget Director 
4§·. 
CHAPTER III 
DEVELOPl-iENT OF BUDGETS WITH V ARI.ABLES 
CAUSING FLUCTUATIONS IN PRODUCT~ON 
One of the chief difficulties encountered in 
' 
establishing man hour budgets for a woolen and worsted mill, 
or for any other type of manufacturing enterprise for that 
matter, was the variable results obtained in. total products 
due to the different types of products making up the total. 
In the case of l.fonton Mills Worsted Yarn Mil~, it could be 
said the total product should be 1.5·0, 000 pounds of yarn a 
"tt'Teek, based on an eighty-hour work week for b. given mach-
inery set-up. This might be true if all yarn produced were 
single t"t-renty-five (1/2.5) count with ten (10) turns. But 
suppose the orders called for tw:o-ply twenty-five ( 2/2.5) 
count yarns with ten (10) turns in spinning and nine (9) 
turns in the twisting. This would at once cut the weekly 
output of the producing unit in half, and thus the total 
yarn produced is not indicative of the number of people or 
I 
machines required to produce it. This same condition exists 
not only in the Worsted Yarn Mill, but also in the Weaving 
Mill and Finishing Mill. 
The types of variations in these mills are more 
complex than those encountered in the Top Mjjll, discussed 
in the last chapter, and for that reason the consideration 
I 
of production variables will be dealt with ~t length in 
this chapter. 
46. 
Compensating for Variables Caused ~ Count and Twist 
The variables for drawing, roving, and winding in 
the Worsted Yarn Mill, and of carding and spinning in the 
Woolen Yarn Mill are compensated for on a dir~ct ratio. basis 
i 
to a base dram weight, count, or grain weight. That is to 
say, a base is picked and all production corrected to the 
base. Consider the correction sheet for ring spun yarn for 
the single winding budget, Figure XXV. In this case, single 
twenty-five (1/25) count yarn was used as the base and thus 
called one hundred per cent, or one. Next, all other counts 
running on the same number of heads on the machine were 
assigned a percentage in relation to their net weekly pro-
duction. Thus single nineteens (1/19) running on the same 
number of heads on the single winder as single twenty-fives 
(1/25) will produce more net poundage. Therefore, if 79.3% 
of the net poundage of single nineteens (1/19) is taken, it 
I 
will amount to the same poundage as single twenty-fives 
(1/25). 
Counts of yarn of single eighteen (1/18) and 
coarser being m~ch higher producers, and requ~ring more 
operator attention than the finer counts, are run on fewer 
! 
heads. Thus an operator able to tend fifty heads of single 
twenty-threes (1/23) would only be able· to terid thirty-
three heads of single sixteens (1/16). And for this reason, 
note two distinct groups of percentage figures on this sheet. 
The first group includes single thirteens (1/13) 
--
! 
Estimated 
1bs. of 
i4 Count Yarn ll II 
15 II II 
1b tl 
" 17 u· II 
18 II tl 
19 ll 11 
20 II II 
21 u II 
22 II II 
23 n II 
24 u II 
2.5 II u 
2~ II II 
27 II II 
28 11 II 
29 u II 
30 u II 
31 II tl 
Figure XXV 
Date 
--------
MONTON MILLS INC. 
Computation of ~ ~ Budget 
for 
Winding Department 
Ring Spun Yarn 
Correcting Counts !£ ~ Constant 
For Week Starting 
Correction 
Lbs. Factor 
X 74.4% = 1bs. of 2.5 Count X 8 ·3 = II II II II 
X 89·7 = II II u II 
X 9.5-1 " 
II II II 
= 
X 100.4 j!o II II II II 
X 1o6.o ::::: II II II 
" X 79·3 - II II u It 
-
X 81.~ II II l1 It = 
X 8.5. = II il n II 
X 89.1 = II II II II 
X 92.7 t1 II It It = 
X 96.4 = u ll II u 
X 100.0 = 
It u II u 
X 103.4 = u II tl u 
X 107.0 = II II u u 
X 110.6 = u II II II 
X 114.2 = II II u u 
X 118.1 = If II ll u 
X 121 • .5 = ll ll II II 
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through single eighteens (1/18), while the second group 
includes single nineteens (1/19) through single thirty-
ones (1/31). But ev~n though they appear out of line at 
first glance, they will correct the production of each 
count considered to single twenty-fives (1/25) so that 
only the one production figure need be used on the final 
budget form. 
The above system worked very well in all depart-
ments except the Worsted Spinning and ~~isting. In this 
case, due to the variation in work assignments as well as 
those in production due to count and twist, a more complex 
system was necessary. It Will suffice to discuss that used 
for spinning only as twisting is basically the same, or 
do as l-1onton ! .. fills did and use the. spinning result a week 
later for the twisting figure as there was a difference of 
one week between the time yarn was spun until it was twisted. 
Due to the ~~o variables involved, count and 
twist, it was almost impossible to settle on a base count 
and twist, because it appeared that no two yarns would spin 
exactly alike and the twist was constantly being changed so 
that one lot might have a half turn or a turn more or less 
than the previous lot to obtain the same final product. 
This being the case, it was necess-ary to compute 
the average count and twist weekly~ it it was to be a week-
ly budget, or according to the budget period. This was 
done in the follo"t-ling manner as shown on Figure XXVI, for 
ring spinning frames. When spinning single eighteens (1/18) 
to single thirties (1/JO) yarn, a spinner tends two frames, 
or four hundred (4oo) spindles, while on single elevens (1/11) 
to single seventeens (1/17), a spinner tends one and one 
half frames, or three hundred (JOO) spindles. This will 
make two distinct labor set-ups and therefore, separate 
average counts and twists must be obtained. 
The total poundage for each count and twist was 
obtained and entered in its proper classification. Then 
for each item, the pounds were multiplied by count, and this 
total divided by the total pounds to be produced to obtain 
average count. The same procedure was followed to find av-
erage t1..rist. 
The next step was to determine the net production 
for the room. This was done on a form, Figure XXVII, on 
which all allowances were made for machine down-time, and 
items affecting room efficiency. The average count and 
twist were listed at the top of the ~heet and from then on 
considered a normal count and twist. The standard spindle 
speed for that count was obtained from the manufacturing 
standard sheet, Figure XXVIII, and entered on the third line. 
To obtain the maximum frame product it was 
necessary to multiply the minutes per hour (60), by the 
hours per week (40), by the spindles per frame (200), by 
the standard spindle speed, Figure XXVIII, and divide this 
result by the following calculation: thirty-six (36) 
.50. 
Figure XXVI 
Date ______________ _ 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
WORK SHEET RING SPINNING - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
Ring Frames 
Calculations for Average Count and Twist 
Week Starting __________ __ 
18 1s - 30 1 s Count 
Count Twist Pounds Count x Pounds Twist x Pounds 
Totals 
Count x Pounds = Average Count ----------
Pounds 
11 1s - 17 1s Count 
Count Twist Pounds Count x Pounds Twist x Pounds 
Totals 
Count x Pounds = Average Count 
------
Pounds ----------
TWist x Pounds = Average Twist ------
Pounds 
Figure XXVII 
Date _________ __ 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
WORK SHEET RING SPINNING - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
Ring Frames 
Calculation for Room Production 
Week Starting 
--------
Average Count ___________ __ 
Average Twist _________ __ 
Standard Spindle Speed;___ __ _ 
6o min. x 40 hrs. x 200 Sp. x Sp. Speed=== = ___ Max. Fr. Prod. 
36 X 560 X Count __ X Twist __ 
151200 = ------------~Run Time per Doff 
Max. Fr. Prod. ____ 
Run Time Doffs ) 
Per Doff + 18.0 Min.) (4.45 per Creel))) ) \ Time 
17.5 Min. ) ( 9.3 Creels) + 30 min. = ___ per 
Lot 
24oo Min. = ______ .Lots per Week Time per lot_ 
Lots per Week~--~x 2482 lbs. per lot = Gr. lbs. per Fr. 
per Week ___ _ 
Gr. lbs. per Fr. per Week __ x ___% Efficiency = ___ Net lbs. 
Net lbs. per Fr. per Week ___ x 2 shifts x ___ Fr. = Net 
Room Prod. 
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Figure XXVIII 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
PRODUCTION STANDARDS 
SPINNING DEPARTMENT 
RING FRAMES 
Frame Spinella 
Count Efficiency S:Qeed 
10 58 4500 
11 63 4500 
12 63 49oo 
t~ 38 ~00 68 5 00 
15 72 5400 
16 72 5400 
17 77 5400 
18 77 5400 
19 77 5400 
20 79 5800 
21 81 5800 
22 81 5800 
23 82 5800 
24 83 6ooo 
25 84 6ooo 
26 84 6ooo 
27 85 6ooo 
28 85 6ooo 
29 86 6ooo 
30 86 6100 
inches per yard, multiplied by 560 yards, the number of 
yards of yarn in a pound of number one {1) or base count 
yarn, by the count, by the twist. This calculation gave the 
maximum frame product. 
Having obtained the maximum frame production, the 
next step was to determine the running time per doff. This 
was done by multiplying the average weight of a doff, sixty-
three pounds, by the number of minutes a week, twenty-four 
humdred, and dividing the result by the maximum frame 
production. 
The run time per doff was added to the average 
minutes the frame was down during a doff, eighteen, and 
multiplied by the doffs per creel, four and forty-five hun-
dredths; to this result was added the average minutes a 
frame was down for creeling, seventeen and one-half, and 
this result was multiplied by the number of creels necessary 
to run out a two thousand four hundred and eighty-two pound 
lot, or nine and three-tenths creels; to this result was 
added thirty minutes, the time required to change over a 
frame from one lot of yarn to another, and the result was 
the total run ti~e per yarn lot. 
The run time per lot w~s divided into the minutes 
per week to give the gross lots possible per week. This 
result in turn was multiplied by the pounds per lot, in this 
case two thousand, four hundred and eighty-two, to obtain 
the gross pounds per frame per week. Gross weekly frame 
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product multiplied by the standard efficiency, Figure XXVIII, 
gave the weekly net pounds per frame. The net weekly pounds 
per frame multiplied by the number of shifts and the number 
of spinning frames in the room, gave the net room product. 
This calculation accounted for all variables, and a constant 
was arrived at which could be used to determine the man hours 
necessary to run the department when applied properly to the 
hours of help required per classification. 
The hours per classification required was arrived 
at in the same manner as outlined in Chapter I. When these 
hours were approved, they were listed on a sheet as shown in 
Figure XXIX. Next, the man hours for each classification 
were divided by the maximum room production_ and an index 
figure arrived at for each classification. 
Notice that for all classifications, except yarn 
sorters and doffers, it was necessary to calculate an index 
figure, but these two classifications were on piece work 
and paid on the basis of doffs handled, thus having a con-
stant index figured in accordance with previous listed pro-
cedures. 
Thus, in the above manner, the variance caused by 
a combination of variables was corrected. 
Compensating for Variables 
Caused ~ Various Constructions of Cloth 
In the Cloth Department, different types of va-
riables will occur, this being due to the construction of 
55. 
Figure XXIX 
Date 
----------------
MONTON MILLS INC. 
WORK SHEET RING SPINNING - MAN HOUR BUOOET 
0CCU:Qation 
Section Hand 
Waste !v!an 
Elevator Man 
Machine Oilers 
Tape Men 
Yarn Testers 
Leveller 
Roving Hands 
Scrubber 
Clerk 
Spinners 
Ring Traveler Oiler 
First Aid Girl 
Yarn Sorter 
Do:t':t'ers 
CALCULATION OF INDICES 
Ring Frames 
Week Starting 
18ls - 30 1s Count 
Hours Net 
of Room 
Work Prod .. 
440 ..,. X 1000 
80 t X 1000 
40 -+ X 1000 
4oo + X 1000 
80 + X 1000 
40 ... X 1000 
80 -t X 1000 
280 ... X 1000 
80 .,. X 1000 
40 + X 1000 
4200 -t X 1000 
200 -t X 1000 
10 + X 1000 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
Man Hours 
per 1000 lbs. 
4.03 
12.10 
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the cloth. That is, the number of ends in the warp, the 
number of picks per inch in the filling, and the types of 
yarn from which the cloth is to be constructed, and a 
department, in its budget, may be affected by one or 
several. In connection with this type variable 1 consider 
the drawing-in of a warp and how that variable was overcome 
in connection with this operation. The drawing-in girls, the 
handing~in girls, and the drop-wire girls were all affected 
and special consideration had to be given to them while the 
rest of the classifications employed in that department 
were handled in the standard manner. 
The number of drawing-in girls required was 
affected by the number of ends in the warp, the number of 
harnesses through which the ends had to be drawn, whether 
the warp was a solid color or of various colors, the type 
of reeding the warp was to receive, and the number of 
pieces on a warp. The handing-in girls were affected by 
the number of ends, the color, -the number of harnesses and 
pieces per warp, while the drop-wire girls were affected 
only b,y the number of ends and the number of pieces per warp. 
As this type of work was all piece work, a price 
was set for each warp for each operation, and for good 
operating practice, a standard number of pieces were con-· 
tained on each warp. Eight was considered the number of 
pieces per warp. 
The first step was to establish the standard 
time per warp for each operation considered. This was done 
by first obtaining the average hourly earnings of the op-
erators for the last social security quarter. The second 
step was to list each quality, the items affecting its pro-
duction, and the piece rate for that quality. The third 
step was to divide the piece rate by the average hourly 
earnings to obtain the hours per warp. An example of this 
is shown in Figure XXX. Thus the basic data was prepared 
fo~ that classification. The next step was to prepare the 
work sheet for this classification to be used in conjunc-
tion with the departmental budget each week. On this 
sheet, it was necessary to list the quality and the number 
of pieces to be produced. The number of pieces was divided 
by eight as there were that number per warp, the time from· 
the schedule, Figure XXX, entered and multiplied by the 
number of warps. Thus the hours for the classification 
were derived. 
The drop-wire schedule was concerned only with 
the number of ends per warp and this information was ob-
tained from the time schedule, Figure XXX, As indicated on 
Figure XXII, Drop Wire Work Sheet, the quality and pieces 
were listed, the number of warps obtained by dividing the 
number of piec~s by eight. The ends per warp were entered 
and total ends figured. The total ends were then divided 
by the standard ends per hour to arrive at the number of 
hours work required. 
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No .. of 
gualit~ Harnesses 
50 8 
61 10 
85 8 
135 10 
139 10 
151 10 
197 10 
200 8 
251 10 
322 12 
36.5 10 
372 10 
454 10 
474 10 
.535 4 
609 10 
647 10 
Figure XXX 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
STANDARD TIME PER WARP 
DRAWING-IN 
Split No. of 
~ Color ~ 
X 3850 
6ooo 
X 5900 
X 4760 
X ,5660 
6100 
4660 
3850 
X 64.50 
6400 
X 6450 
:xlC 64.50 
4760 
6.500 
3.500 
.5760 
66oo 
Price 
per Time per 
Waro Warp .Hrs. 
$4 .. 72 3.36 
7.28 5.19 
?.28 .5.19 6 .. o6 4.32 
7.18 ,5.12 
7.41 ,5.28 
,5.66 4.03 
4.52 3-22 
8.14 5.84 8.0 5.72 
8.19 ,5.84 
8.19 5.84 
.5.78 4.12 
8. 2.5 ,5.88 
3.82 2-72 
6.99 4.98 
8.01 
.5-71 
The handing-in girls work only on warps with 
over five thousand ends, ten harnesses or more, and all 
colored work regardless of ends or harnesses. Not only do 
the handing-in girls assist the drawing-in girls, and wo~k 
that amount on each warp with them, but they prepare the 
warp for drawing-in and clean up after the operation on 
those warps on which they work. By actual time stuqy, 
this extra work of make ready and clean up amounted to six~ 
teen percent of the total drawing-in time. Therefore, the 
work sheet for handing-in girls, Figure XXXIII, lists the 
quality that requires handing-in, the number of warps of 
each quality, obtained from the drawing-in work sheet, 
Figure XXXI and the time per warp from the drawing-in time 
schedule, Figure XXX. The warps were multiplied by the 
time per warp and then by one hundred and sixteen per cent 
to obtain the total ·time for this classification. 
These classifications upon completion were en-
tered in the appropriate space on the finished budget. 
Compensating for Variables 
Caused ~ Different Types ~ Finish 
If a person were to go to the head finisher of a 
mill and ask him the standard procedure for finishing a 
certain type of' goods, he would say, 11 There is none. Each 
piece of cloth is finished according to its own character-
istics." This may be true to a certain extent, but it is 
not true to the extent that he would wish you to believe.· 
Over the years, head finishers have convinced most people 
6o. 
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Figure XXXI 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
WORK SHEET DRAWING-IN - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
Schedule A 
DRAWERS J1! 
Quality Pieces + 8 -
-
Warps Time/Warp Total Time 
u X = 
u X = 
u X = 
u X = 
It X = 
u :X: 
= 
Total Man Hours Drawing In 
62. 
Figure XXXII 
Date __________________ _ 
WORK SHEET DRAWING-IN - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
Schedule. B 
DROP WIRES 
Qua1ity Pieces + 8 = Warps Ends/Warps == Total Ends 
II 
" = 
X = 
ll u 
= X = 
u II 
- X 
- = 
It It ~ X -
-
II tl X 
II II 
= X = 
ll 11 
= X = 
II II 
= X = 
II II 
= 
X = 
II u 
= 
X 
= 
Total Ends 
Total Ends = Hours 
2940 ends/hr. -----· 
6) .. 
Figure XXXIII 
WORK SHEET DRAWING-IN - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
Schedule c 
HANDERS-IN 
Time 
per 
Quality Warps ~ Total Time 
X X 116% = 
X X II 
-
X X II :: 
X X 
" = 
X X II = 
X X II = 
X X II = 
X X u = 
X X tl = 
X X II = 
X X II ::::: 
X X 11 -
-
Total 
of this and, as a result, have had loose budgets set for 
them. In f~ct, some mills have been so lax that they set 
up the cost of finishing by adding a per cent to all costs 
that they can determine, and pray that they have allowed 
enough t-o cover finishing expenses. Other mills do try to 
keep the cost picture a little more orderly and to set a 
relatively tight budget within which the~ finisher must work. 
As a rule, however, few cost men understand cloth finish-
ing and in the end, they are so confused by the various 
stories told of each piece and how it differs from every 
other piece, that they go back to their desk, insert a 
figure 't·rhich they believe will cover all eventualities on 
the finishing cost line, and go on to less difficult areas 
of the plant. 
It is true that the-process a piece of goods 
receives in the finishing depar~ments differs from quality 
to quality, and from style to style within the qualities, 
but those differences are not in the long run of such wide 
fluctuations that they cannot be controlled, and they cer-
tainly are not of such a complex nature that adequate 
studies cannot be made, charts compiled, and the actual 
processes determined. 
It is to management's advantage to determine 
these exact costs and set accurate costs on all products, 
and the processes through which these products pass. 
In setting up a man hour budget for finishing 
64 .. 
departments there is, as a rule, little information 
available as to actual fiscal costs and actual processes 
so the first step at Manton Mills was to run a series of 
tests on each quality and style passing through the fin-
ishing department in order to determine just what took 
place. In this case, assume that a test of ten per cent 
of the product produced an acceptable answer; therefore 
every tenth piece of cloth aarried a special tag and all · 
information was recorded on that tag. After the piece 
was finished, the tag was picked up and the process which 
that piece received was recorded according to its quality 
and style. 
A piece going through the Wet Finishing Depart-
ment could have any or all of the following operations: 
1. Make Set 6. Soap 11. Carbonize 
2. Sew Swing 7· Full 12. Dry Mill 
3· Sand 8. Detack and Open 13. Neutralize 
4. Shear 9. Crabb 14. Dry 
s. Tack 10. Scour 15. Ship to dry finish 
If quality fifty (50), as listed on Figure XXX 
were followed, it would receive all operations, while if 
one thirty-five (135) quality were followed, it would not 
receive operation three, nine, eleven, twelve, or thirteen. 
Also, in addition to receiving all or part of the above 
listed operations, qualities were processed for.various 
lengths of time in an ~peration. Quality fifty might be 
fulled for thirty minutes, while quality sixty-one might be 
fulled for fifty minutes. Qualities may run through the 
carbonizer at different speeds, which also has to be taken 
into consideration. 
When the tests were completed, the qualities 
were placed into classes according to operations received, 
length of runs, and per cent of re-works. Any number of 
groups might have been decided upon but it was believed 
that five groups were preferable. Man hours for each group 
were determined by classification, and work sheets made up. 
These sheets were used in the following manner: when the 
production was received, the master class chart showing 
which class each quality fell into was consulted, the pieces 
entered in the proper class column, the total pieces for each 
class obtained, and each total multiplied by the proper man 
hour allotments. 
With these methods which have been outlined above, 
it was possible to overcome any given set of variables and 
establish workable standards upon which adequate budgets 
could be set and maintained. 
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CHAPTER IV 
OTHER MAN HOUR BUDGETS NEEDED BY AN 
INTEGRATED WOOLEN AND WORSTED MILL. 
The necessary budgets for a Top l~nufacturing De-
partment were discussed and outlined in Chapter II, but 
since this is only one part of an integrated woolen and 
worsted mill, the other necessary budgets will be out-
lined and discussed in this chapter. 
Worsted Yarn Manufacturing 
When top is received at the yarn mill, the first 
process it is put through on its way to becoming yarn is 
drawing. Drawing may be done either on the new Warner 
Swazey Pin Drafters, or on the old heavy drawing machinery. 
When done on Pin Drafters, the sliver (top) is processed 
through three machines in place of the four in the old sys-
tem, and the machine production is greater. This means the 
mill saves considerable money on each pound of sliver 
processed. Under present operating conditions, mills with 
these new Pin Drafters will run them to capacity before 
processing any material on the old system. Because of this 
fact, the first budget discussed will be than of a Pin 
Drafting Room. 
The Pin Drafter has a fixed feed; that is, it 
will produce the same poundage each hour run regardless of 
finished weight. Therefore, the budget for this department 
Figure XXXIV 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
Date 
----------
PIN DRAFTING - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
For Week Starting __________ __ 
Number of Pounds Estimated to be Produced ;..__ _ _ 
0CCU:Qation Estimated Man Hours 
Poundage Per 1000 lbs. 
Section Hand X l.J2 = 
Helper X J.08 = 
First Aid Girl X .16.5 = 
Scrubber X .192 :: 
Pin Draft Tender X 9·00 = 
Blubber Tender X 4.96 = 
Total Budget Hours 
Man Hour Budget Director 
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was of the basic type as discussed in Chapter I, and was 
set up on that basis. A copy of Monton Mills budget for 
this department is shown in Figure XXXIV. 
If the work which passed through the mill was 
greater than the capacity of the Pin Drafters, the excess 
amount was processed on the heavy drawing equipment. The 
work when processed on this machinery was usually of one 
hundred and forty dram weight when delivered from the draw 
box, but occasionally it ran as low as one hundred and five 
drams or as high as one hundred and sixty drams. Because 
of this, it was necessary to correct the poundage to be 
produced to a one hundred and forty dram weight basis. 
This correction was made on a straight percentage basis as 
discussed in Chapter III, and the correction was made di-
rectly on the final budget sheet. 
In this budget as in all budgets, the production 
during the six-week base period was compared to man hours 
worked, and the figure for each classification determined 
and a tentative budget established. The tentative budget 
for the six weeks prior to installation was compiled and 
checked against actual hours and production, corrections 
made, and the final budget issued. 
Having followed all steps as previously outlined, 
the man hour budget director at Monton Mills published the 
budget as shown in Figure XXXV for the Bradford Drawing 
Department. 
Date ______________ _ 
Figure XXXV 
MONTON MILLS INO. 
BRADFORD DRAWING - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
For Week Starting=----------
Estimated Poundage to be Produced 
Estimated 
Pounds 
10.5-12.5 Dram Sliver X 108.0%. = lbs. of 140 Dram 
126-139 Dram Sliver X 103.0% = lbs. of 140 Dram 
140 Dram Sliver X 100.0% = lbs. of 140 Dram 
141-160 Dram Sliver x 96.o% = lbs. of 140 Dram 
Total of Estimated Corrected Lbs. 
-
lbs. of 140 Dram 
Corrected Man Hrs. 
Estimated per 1000 
OOCU:Qation Production 12ounds Budget Hours 
Section Hand X 1..09 = 
Helper X 2.71 = Weigh Boy X 2.71 = 
Elevator Man X 1.09 = Top Man X 1.09 = ,_ Levellers X 1.o4 -Oierk X .• 5 4 = First Aid Girl X .204 
""' Scrubber X • 272 = 
Intersecting Gill 
.5 .. 24 Operator X = 
Draw Box Operator X .5.24 = Weigh Box Operator X .5.24 = Finisher Operator X 5.24 = Head Top Receiver X • .544 = Top Receiver X ._544 = 
Total Budget Hours 
Man Hour Budget Director 
From the drawing room, the sliver passes to the 
roving department where it is reduced further in preparation 
for spinning. At Manton Mills, standard roving was con..,. 
sidered to be five and one-half dram weight and all other 
dram ravings were corrected to that weight on a percentage 
basis as previously described. 
In all other rooms whose budgets have been de-
scribed, at no time did the question of processing the ma-
tel .. ial twice arise. However, in roving it was necessary to 
process any sliver lower than five and one-half drams twice 
on the speeder. Thus in computing the poundage to be pro-
duced, it.was necessary to correct all poundage to five and 
one-half drams and obtain a total, then obtain a separate 
total of all poundage less than five and one-half drams. 
The former total was used for all classifications but 
speeder operators, while the combined totals were used for 
the speeder operators only. A copy of this budget as issued 
at Manton Mills is shown in Figure XXXVI. 
The heart of a Yarn Mill, of course, is the 
spinning room, and after drawing the roving, the sliver goes 
to the spinning room to be spun into yarn. While there are 
standard machine productions in pin drafting, and standard 
dram weights in heavy drawing and roving, there are not these 
types of standards in spinning. Each lot will differ one 
from the other. The count may be the same but the twist will 
be different, or the twist may be the same while the count 
71. 
Estimated l 
Pounds 
Figure XXXVI 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
Date 
ROVING - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
----------------
For Week Starting, ____________ _ 
ll-9 
8-7 6 
Dram Roving x 51~ ~ lbs. of ~! Dram Dram Roving ___ x 68~ = --- lbs. of ?! Dram 
5~ 
5 
Dram Roving X 75~ = lbs. of Sf Dram 
Dram Roving x 100~ = lbs. of 5~ Dram 
Dram Roving x 9476 = l ba. of 5t Dram 
Dram Roving x 51%.- lba •. of ~ Dram 4 
3 Dram Roving x 61% = lbs. of Sa Dram 
Total Estimated Corrected Pounds ~---- lbs. of ~ Dram 
-
Man Rrs. 
Estimated per 1000 
Occu:Qation Production :Qounds Budget Hours, 
Section Hand A X 2.50 = Asst. Section Hand A X ·374 = Leveller A X .sso = Machine Attendant A X 5-31 = 
Cone Reducers -A X 5.22 = Speeders B X 15 .. 10 = Cellar Help A X .550 = Scrubber A X 
-275 = 
Total Budget Hours 
* B includes all of A plus doubling up all Roving 
below .5! dram. 
Man Hour Budget Director 
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will be different. For this reason, it was necessary to set 
up a set of work sheets to overcome this variation. 
Figure XXVI is the sheet on which the average 
count and twist was calculated, Figure XXVII is the room pro-
duction calculation sheet, and Figure XXIX is the sheet on 
which the standard man hours per one thousand pounds were 
calculated for the average count and twist. The final 
figure, or index per one thousand pounds, as computed in 
Figure XXIX, was then entered in the respective columns on 
Figure XXXVII, and multiplied by the total actual pounds to 
be produced to obtain the final budget figure. 
The reader will notice that each of the above men-
tioned sheets specifies ring spinning so if there is a cap 
spinning room also, it will be necessary to have similar 
work sheets for that room. It does not seem necessary to in-
clude them here, however, as they would be duplicates. The 
final results obtained on Figure XXXVII were transferred to 
the budget sheet, Figure XXXVIII, and these combined with 
the figures for cap spinning, and this sheet, Figure XXXVIII 
was the report sent forward. 
This budget worked 1~th great accuracy and saved 
thousands of dollars for the mill because it enabled the over-
seer to estimate his help accurately, and thus eliminated pay-
ing extra help which otherwise would be called in at the start 
of the week and guaranteed so many hours pay· even though the 
work ran out before their hours of work were completed. 
73. 
Figure XXXVII 
MONTON MILLS INO. 
Date 
--------
RING FRAME SPINNING - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
Work Sheet 
For Week Starting 
18 1 s - 20 1 s Count 
Man Hrs. 
per 1000 Pounds 
Occu12ation 12ounds Production Bu<Jget Hours 
I 
Section Hand X = Waste Man X = 
Elevator Man X = Machine Oilers X = Tape Man X = Yarn Testers X = Levellers X = Roving Hands X = Scrubber X = Clerk X = Spinners X = Ring Travelers 
Oiler X = First Aid Girl X = Yarn.Sorter X = Dotter X - ~ 
-'l: 
11 t s - 17·1 s Count 
Section Hand X = Waste Man X = Elevator Man X = Machine Oilers X = Tape Man x. = 
Yarn Testers X = Levellers X = Roving Hands X = 
Scrubber X = Clerk X = Spinners 
Ring Travelers 
X !!!. 
Oiler X = First Aid Girl X = Yarn Sorter X = Dotter X = 
Total Budget Hours 
74. 
Date ____________________ _ 
Figure XXXVIII 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
WORSTED SPINNING ROOM - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
For Week Startin=------------
Ring Cap 
Occupation Spinning Spinning Total 
Section Hand plus = Waste Man II :::::; 
Elevator Man II :::; 
Machine Oilers II = Tape Men u = Yarn Testers II 
= Levellers It = Roving Hands II = Scrubber II = Clerk II = Spinners II = Ring Traveler-Oiler II = First Aid Girl II = Yarn Sorter It = Doffer II = 
Total Budget Hours 
Man Hour Budget Director 
75. 
The man hour budget director may produce as com-
plete a set of work sheets for twisting as Menton Mills did 
for spinning, but they did not feel such a complete set was 
necessary. It was determined that a week was required for 
yarn to move from the spinning room to the twisting room. 
In view of this fact, they used the current week's spinning 
production for the following weelt 1 s twisting produc.tion, 
thus considerable calculating time. was saved. 
As two types of twisters-were operated, it was 
necessary to split the production as shown in Figure XXXIX 
for Whitin twisters, or Prince-Smith and Lowell twisters. 
The capacity of the Whitin frames is seventy thousand pounds 
per week on a two shift basis. Thus the first seventy 
thousand pounds were always assigned to the Whitin frames 
with the balance going to the other frames. With this dis-
tribution of production, the number of doffs was e-stimated 
from standard doff weights per frame and these figures, the 
poundage and number of doffs, were then applied to standard 
hours per thousand pounds, or per doff. A copy of the man 
hour budget for twisting is shown in Figure XXXIX. 
Experience at Menton Mills has shown that yarn was 
single wound on the Foster Winders the same week it was spun, 
and wound on the Abbott Winders after twisting in the same 
week it was twisted. Because of this, the estimated spinning 
production was entered on the ~ingle winding work sheet, 
Figure XXV, for ring spun yarn, and a similar sheet for cap 
?6. 
•.· .,... ,; ~-·.; ··~ 
Date 
Figure XXXIX 
MONTON MILLS INO. 
-----------------
TWISTING DEPARTMENT - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
For Week Starting ____________ __ 
Estimated Oorrected 
Pounds of yarn 
to be produced 
on Twisters A~-------B ____ _ 
Total 0 
-----
Estimated Doffs 
on twisters D _____ _ 
Whitin 188 Spindl.e 
----Prince Smith & Lowell 
200 Spindl.e 
Man Hrs. 
Estimated per 1000 Budget 
Occupation Production ·pounds Hours 
Whitin Twisters A 22.24 
Prince Smith & Lowell 
Twisters B 24 .. 01 
Doffers D .3.:34 per 
doff 
Section Hands 0 1.4.5 
Oreelers 0 2.12 
Yarn Hand 0 3-91 
Yarn Inspector 0 1.72 
Leveller 0 .440 
Tapeman & Oiler 0 
·93.5 
Scrubber (M) 0 .220 
Clerk 0 .440 
Total Budget Hours 
Man Hour Budget Director 
Date 
Figure XL 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
--------
WINDING DEPARTMENT - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
For Week Starting _________ _ 
Pounds of Yarn 
to be produced 
Estimated Corrected 
on Foster Winders A B;;..__ _ _ 
Pounds of yarn 
to be produced 
on Abbott Winders c.----D. ___ _ 
E ___ _ 
Total F 
----
Corrected 
0CCU:Qation Production 
Foster Winders A Cap Spun 
B Ring Spun 
Abbott Winders c 4 oz. Bobbin 
D 7 oz. Bobbin 
E 12 oz. Bobbin 
Section Hand F 
Yarn Weigher F 
Yarn Dumper F 
Waste & Oiler Man F 
Scrubber (M) F 
Clerk F 
First Aid Girl F 
Floor Hand F 
Total Budget Hours 
Cap Spun 
Ring Spun 
4 oz.Bobbin 
7 oz. Bobbin 
12 oz. Bobbin 
Man Hrs. 
per 1000 Budget 
12ounds Hours 
50.72 
29.61 
8.36 
6.96 
4.64 
.891 
.561 
2.96 
·334 
.176 
-528 
.088 
.165 
Man Hour Budget Director 
78. 
spun yarn, and the corrections made. The actual estimated 
pounds and the corrected pounds were then entered on lines 
A and B.af the Budget sheet, Figure XL. 
On Abbott Winders, the governing production factor 
is not count, but weight of the doff package. Therefore, 
the amount of yarn to be produced on Whitin Twisters was 
entered on the twelve-ounce bobbin line, the same amount 
in both the estimated and corrected column •. The amount to 
be produced an Prince-Smith Frames was entered on line D, 
and that from the Lowell Frames on line c. The same amount 
was entered in both the estimated and corrected column also 
on lines C and D. 
Multiplying the appropriate figures gave the total 
budget hours allowed for that production level. Figure XL is 
a copy of the budget for both Abbott andiFoster Winding. 
Discussed above are all the budgets required by a 
worsted yar~ mill with the possible exception of shipping, 
maintenance, and ather services should the mill be a single 
unit and nat a part of an integrated mill. However, as 
Manton Mills' Yarn Mill is only one part ot its operation, 
these service functions will be dealt with later. It, on 
the other hand, a yarn mill is a single unit and needs these 
service functions, the budgets for these services, which will 
be discussed later, can be modified and applied to one unit 
such as a yarn or top mill. 
·''<.:.,'· 
Woolen Yarn Manufacturin~ 
In the making of woole~ yarn, all processes are 
accomplished in three operations, while in making worsted 
yarn to accomplish the same end result, it requires four 
ope·rations in the Top Mill and six operations in the Worsted 
Yarn Mill. But the tYPe of yarn produced is different and 
the raw material from which it is made is also different. 
Woolen yarn is made from short fibers commonly called noils, 
combined with soft waste from the top and yarn mills. 
The processing of woolen yarn requires blending, 
carding and spinning. In the blending room, the soft waste 
is separated on pickers and then blended in with the noils. 
Several different types of noils and waste may be used to 
acquire the desired mixture. All materials arrive in the 
clean state and thus eliminate scouring. The material is 
graded when purchased. The blend is then carded, and ~oolen 
carding is a combination carding and dr~wing operation, fvom 
whence the carded wool is delivered in a rope form ready to 
be spun. Spinning is basically the same in any mill, but at 
Monton, only standard run and twist yarn is made. Some mills 
l 
do wind and twist woolen yarn but as Mohton Mills do not, 
those operations will not be considered. However, winding 
and twisting would be set up in the same manner as described 
previously for the worsted yarn mill. 
The budget director at Monton Mills, in setting up 
the blending and carding budget, determined the plending 
80. 
B!m. 
2-1/2 
2-.5/8 
2-3/4 
2-7/8 
3 
3-1/8 
3-1/4 
3-3/8 
3-1/2 
3-.5/8 
3-3/4 
3-7/8 
4 
4-l/4 
4-1/2 
4-3/4 
s 
Date 
Figure XLI 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
----------------
Woolen Carding Man Hour Budget Factors 
For Converting Roping Run to 103 Grain Roping 
Grain 
Roping Factor 
13.5 -7.51 
129 ·774 
122 .. 819 
116 .849 
110 .896 
108 
·92.5 
10.5 
·9.52 
103 1.0.00 
100 1. 0:30 
97 1.081 
94 1 .. 116 
92 1.162 
89 1.200 
83 1.312 
78 1.424 
75 1.,504 
72 1 • .594 
81. 
section in the manner described in Chapter I and fixed that 
portion of the budget. He next obtained the schedule of 
standard roping run on the cards, determined the correction 
factor for each run to 103-grain roping. These factors are 
shown in Figure XLI. Then, applying these correction factors 
to the product of the base period, he established his stand-
ard budget factors which appears in the budget shown in 
Figure XLII. As both blending and carding were supervised 
by the same overseer, the budgets were combined for con-
venience of administration. 
In establishing the budget for woolen spinning, 
the same variances were not encountered as in the worsted 
spinning. Here each run, the equivalent of count, or size, 
had a specified number of turns so that a table, Figure XLIII 
could be made up by which each run yarn could be easily 
corrected to the base run which was established at three and 
three-eighths~ Thus, different size yarns could be quickly 
corrected to standard. Using this table and applying it to 
base period production and man hours, the tentative budget 
was established and from that the permanent budget, Figure 
XLIV, was derived, approved, and put into operation. 
Since the woolen yarn mill, considered in this 
case, spins only single yarn and spins it directly to the 
filling bobbin which can be placed in the loom shuttle, 
there was no reason for Menton Mills to set up budge~s for 
the winding and twisting departments. However another 
82 .. 
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Date 
--------------------
Figure XLII 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
BLENDING AND CARDING - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
For Week Starting=-----------
Estimated Lbs. 
Occupation to be blended 
Man Hours 
per 1000 lbs. 
X 1 •. 42 Fixer 
Picker Tender 
Garnet Tender 
x· 10.25 
X 1.47 
Blending Budget Hours 
CARDING 
Lbs. of 
= 
= 
= 
Budget 
Hours 
Estimated 
Pounds 
Grain 
Roping Factor 103 Grain Roping 
X = 
X = 
X = 
X = 
X 
-
Total Estimated Lbs. 
of 103 Grain Roping 
Estimated Lbs. of Man Hrs. 
Occu:Qation 10~ Grain Roping per 1000 
Section Hands X 3-30 Stock Man X J.58 
Card Stripper X s .. o6 
Oilers X J.,58 
Fixers X 2.o3 
Reelers X 1.14 Feed Tenders X J.2 
Finishing Tenders X 11.90 
Scrubbers X .8Jl 
Carding Budget Hours 
Blending Budget Hours 
Carding Budget Hours 
Total Budget Hours 
Budget 
1bs. Hours 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
Man Hour Budget Director 
83. 
84. 
Figure XLIII 
Woolen Spinning Man Hour Budget Factors 
For Converting Spinning Yarn Run to 3-3/8 Run Yarn 
Run Twist Factor 
2-1/2 11 ·769 
2-5/8 11 
·797 
2-3/4 11-1/2 .825 
2-7/8 11-1/2 .. 853 
3 12 -911 
3-1/8 12 -940 
3-1/4 12-1/2 .. 971 
3-3/8 12-1/2 1.ooo 
3 1/2· 13 1.069 
3-5/8 13 1.099 
3-3/4 13-1/2 1.129 
3-7/8 13-1/2 1.160 
4 14 1.264 
4-1/4 14 1 .. 305 
4-1/2 14 1.369 
4-3/4 14-1/2 1.499 
5 14-1/2 1.567 
Date ________________ _ 
Figure XLIV 
MONTON MILLS INO. 
WOOLEN YARN MILL 
SPINNING - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
For Week Starting, ____________ __ 
Lbs. of Estimated 
Pounds Run of Yarn Factor 3-3/8 Run Yarn 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
---= 
----= 
----= 
----= 
-----
Total Estimated Lbs. of 
Yarn··at 3-3/8 Run 
Man Hrs. 
Estimated Lbs. per 1000 
Occuoation of 3-~LB Run J2dunds 
Section Hand X 6.45 
Checker-Weigher X 1.43 
Roping Hand X 5-29 Oiler-Bandman X 2.4g Yarn Sorter X ,5.1 
~colman X 2.4, 
asteman X 2.4 
Doffer X 18.29 
Spinner :X: 40.51 
Budget Hours 
Budget 
Hours 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
Man Hour Budget Director 
as. 
woolen mill might have these departments and the budgets for 
them would be set up in the same manner as the budgets for 
the worsted twisting and winding departments. 
Cloth Manufacturiag 
86. 
Cloth is the finished product, and yarn is the 
material from which it is made. It is necessary to make 
wool tops because yarn is made from them. But when it comes 
to the final product, it is cloth, and all mills previously 
discussed are maintained to service the cloth mills. In 
view of this, one might say only the cloth mill is im-
portant, but this is not so because the price of cloth can 
be kept within bounds only if the prices of its materials 
are controlled. Consequently, it is just as important to 
control the labor costs in the yarn and top mills as it is 
in the cloth mill. In view of the fact that budgets for the 
yarn and top mills have been considered, the next step 
should be consideration of the necessary budgets for the 
cloth mill. 
Yarn arriving at the cloth mill comes in the form 
of cheeses from the worsted yarn mill, or wound on filling 
bobbins from the woolen yarn mill. Woolen yarn is sent di-
rectly to the filling room for distribution to the looms, 
but worsted yarn is sent either to the filling room where it 
is rewound onto filling bobbins for distribution to t.he looms., 
or to the warping room where it is processed and shipped to 
the weave room on warp beams for use in the looms. As the 
.. 
•'! • 
Date 
Figure XLV 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
FILLING WINDING - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
Work Sheet 
For Week Starting 
A. WHITIN WINDING 
Z" Filling Bobbin 
Estimated Pounds 
12 count yarn X M = lbs. of 25 count 13 tt It X = ll II II tl 14 II 11 X i58.;2 = n II II II 15 u u X 62.2 = \1 ll II tl 16 II II X zo. 2. = II II ll II 17 II II X Z2·Z = II II tl II 18 II II X z4.s. = II II II II 19 tl II X z6.1 = II II II u 20 II II X ~~3. :2 == II It II II 22 II II X 2.5. = II It II II 25 II II X :Loo.o = II II II II 2/24 II 
" 
X gl·g = II II II u 2/31 II tl X z;:. = II II II II 2/45 It II X 86.~i II II II II 
Sub Total II tl u II 
2" Filling Bobbin 
Estimated Pounds 
20 count yarn X Zl·Z = lbs. of 25 count 25 II II X 24.0 = II II II II 
2/2~ u II X ~0.2 . = II II II II 2/2 II II X s.z II ll II II 
Sub Total II II It II 
Total Estimated lbs. of 25 count 
B. ABBOTT WINDING 
Total Estimated Lbs. 
filling winding room is so similar to other winding, it will 
suffice to say that for the Whitin Winders, Schedule A, 
Figure XLV, each count was corrected on a percentage basis 
to single twenty-five count (1/25); the poundage to be pro-
duced on the Abbott Winder was not corrected as the machine 
production does not vary, always producing the same poundage 
regardless of count; and the poundage to be produced on the 
Davis and Furber Winders was also corrected on a percentage 
basis, Schedule C, Figure XLVI. These figures were entered 
individually in t~e appropriate spaces on the budget sheet, 
Figure XLVII, and as a total also in the appropriate ~paces. 
This type of budget caused no great difficulty in compen-
sating for variables, was not complicated in preparation, 
and was easily administered. 
That portion of the yarn which is received in the 
warping room receives considerably more processing in pre-
paring it for the looms than the filling yarn. It is first 
run onto dresser beams, either on a warper or dresser, these 
beams then are slashed, starch is applied, and it is ru~ onto 
. warp beams. The warp beams are moved to the drawing-in room 
where each end of yarn is drawn through its separate heddle 
in the loom harness; drop wires, whi.ch wil~ fall and make 
electrical contact to stop the loom if an end should break, 
are next put on each end of yarn before the beam, complete 
with harnesses and drop wires, is sent to the loom for in-
stallation. 
88. 
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Date 
---------------------
Figure XLVI 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
FILLING WINDING - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
Work Sheet 
For Week Starting: 
-------
C. DAVIS & FURBER WINDING: 
7" Filling Bobbin 
Estimated 1 
Pounds 
10 count yarn X 4a.2%= lbs. of tr.5 count 12 II ll X 4 .1 = u u II 
14 II II X g8.2 = II II II II 
1.5 II II X = II II II II 2.0 16 II II X 68.8 = u II II II 
17 II II X 70.9 ' = II It II II 
18 II II X 7~.5 = II II II II 19 II II X = II II II II z • :2 
20 II II X 82.0 = II II II II 
22 II tl X 88."o · = II II II It 
23 II II X 21.6 = II II II It 24 II II X 28.4 = u II It II 2.5 tl ll X 100.0 = II II II u 26 tl II X 10,2.2 = II II II II 27 II tl X 108.0 = II II II II 28 II II X 116.1 = II II II II 29 II II X 118.1 = II II II II 
30 II II X 1zlj: .. t) = II II II II 31 II II X 12.5.9 , = II II II II 
Total Estimated Lbs. 
of 25 count 
D. TOTAL CORRECTED LBS. IN WINDING: 
Date __________________ _ 
Figure XLVII 
MONTON FILLS INO. 
FILLING WINDING - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
For Week Starting ____________ _ 
Man Hrs. 
Estimated per 1000 
Occu2ation Pounds ;Qounds 
Whitin Winders A. X 24.20 = 
Abbott Winders B .. X 6.79 = 
D & F Winders 0. X 28.2,2 = 
Section Hand D. X 1.08 = 
Asst. Section Hand D. X 1.08 = 
Helper D~ X 2.16 = 
Weigher D. X 2.16 = 
Olerk - Examiner D. X 1.08 = 
Bobbin Examiner D. X 2.16 = 
Total Budget Hours 
Man Hour Buaget Director 
90. 
Date ________________ __ 
Figure XLVIII 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
WARPING ROOM - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
For Week Starting __________ __ 
A. Estimated Pieces to be Warped (On Slashed Basis) 
B. Estitp.ated Pieces to be Dressed 11 u u ----
C. Total of A and B: 
D. Number of Total Pieces with 
2 ply yarn (serges): (to be slashed) 
E. Number of Total Pieces with 
less than 6ooo ends: (to be slashed) 
F. Number of Total Pieces with over 
6ooo ends: (to be slashed) 
Estimated Man Hrs. 
Pieces to be per 100 
Occu:Qation Dressed & Warped Pieces 
Dressing & Warping 
Warp Repairer c X 7·3.5 
Yarn Receiver c X 1•99 
Production Clerk c X 1.99 
Jackspooler Clerk c· X 1.20 
Wa..rper A X .54.10 
Yarn Man (Winding) c X 1.99 
Foster Winder c X 7 .. 96 
Jackspooler c X .5 • .59 
Floor Hands c X 8 • .50 
Beam Man c :X: 10.64 
Scrubber c :X: 4.00 
Machine Dresser B X ,56.70 
Sub Total 
Slashing: 
Size Men c :X: 4.,50 
n :X: 16.62 Slasher Tender X 14.~2 :X: J.5 • .5 
{~ X 9-11 Slasher Helper X 7.92 
_F X 19 • .52 
Sub Total 
Total Budget Hours 
::; 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
Man Hour Budget 
Budget 
Hours 
Director 
91. 
92. 
The first room for which a budget was made for 
this type operation was the warping room. For this budget, 
which appears in Figure XLVIII, it will be noted that pieces 
to be warped or dressed were listed separately at the top·of 
the sheet and applied separately to determine the budget hours 
for the warper operators and dresser operators. These figures 
were combined, however, to calculate the man hours required 
for all other classifications of help in the dressing and 
warping section. 
The total pieces, line C., were next broken down in 
thPee ways according to the speed they were run through the 
slashers to have starch applied and be marked for proper 
length cuts of cloth. This was necessary because it re-
quires two slasher tenders and one helper to run two machines 
regardless of speed. From the slasher, the warps are sent 
to the drawing-in room where each end is dra'tm through its 
separate heddle in order that it may be held separate from 
all others, and so that each end may be worked into the 
pattern of the cloth in the loom. There were many vari-
ables to be considered in compiling the budget for this room. 
These variables were discussed in the previous chapter and 
the standard time for drawing-in listed by quality was sho~m 
on Figure XXX, the work sheet for drawing-in girls was shown 
on Figure XXXI, while Figure XXXII showed the work sheet for 
drop wire girls, and Figure XXXIII was for use in determining 
the number of handing-in girls required. 
In addition to the variables connected with the 
above classification of workers, the problem arose as to 
how many, if any, of. the total warps to be made could be 
sent to the loom directly from the slasher and tied to the 
warp in the loom, ~hue by-passing the drawing-in and drop 
wire operation. This had to be provided for and due allow-
ance made for the knot tying machine operator. All other 
help listed on the budget sheet, Figure XLIX, was based on 
the number lbf "'i'rarps to be drawn-in. 
Thus the yarn is prepared for the loom, and the 
next room to consider was the weave room itself. Due to the 
large number of people employed in this room at Monton_Mills, 
the budget was divided into two sections, Direct Labor, 
Figure L, and Attendant Labor, Figure LI. This would be 
true of most weave rooms since they are, as a rule, the 
largest single employers of workers in a. mill. This is so 
because it is necessary to have a considerable number of 
looms, two to four hundred, for profitable operation. Also 
notice that on the direct labor budget there are two sec-
tions, the fi~st for workers employed on Crompton and 
Knowles looms, and the second for those . employed on Draper 
looms. This is necessary because each type loom has a 
different running speed. If other types were involved, it 
would be necessary to have a section for each type loom. 
The question next arose as to why the attendant 
labor was based on total looms and not in proportion to 
Date 
Figure XLIX 
MONTON MILLS INC • 
--------------------
. DRAWING-IN - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
For Week Starting ____________ _ 
A. Estimated Warps to be Made: 
B. Estimated Warps Drawn In: 
C. Estimated Warps Tied In: 
l.fa.n Hrs. 
per 100 
Operation Warps Warps Budget Hours 
Reed Man B. X 32.56 = 
Set Makers B. X 64.11 = 
Truck Driver B .. X 32 .. 58 = 
Floor Hands B. X 167.91 = 
Clerk B. X 32.56 = 
Knot Machine Operator c. X 146.85 = 
Drawers In From Schedule A. = 
Drop Wires From ScheduJ.e B. = 
Handers In From Schedule c. = 
Total Budget Hours 
Man Hour Budget Director 
94. 
Date __________________ __ 
Figure L 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
WEAVE ROOM - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
Attendant Labor 
For Week Starting ______________ __ 
Estimated Number of Crompton & Knowles Looms ______________ _ 
Estimated Number of Draper Looms 
Man Hrs. No. of 
per 40 Hr. 40 Hr. Budget 
Occu12ation Loom Looms Hours 
Weavers - C & K 7.29 X = 
Loom Fixers - C & K 2.21 X = 
Loom Fixers Floor - C & K .463 X = 
Harness Lookers - C & K .761 X. = 
Filling Carriers - C & K 
-730 X = 
Loom Cleaners - C & K .246 X = 
Weavers - D 7.29 X = 
Loom Fixers - D 1 .. 84 X 
·-
Loom Fixers Floor - D .489 X = 
Harness Lookers - D .636 X = 
Filling Carriers - D 
·730 X = 
Loom Cleaners - D .246 X ::::: 
Total Budget Hours 
Man Hour Budget Director 
95. 
.. ·!····· 
Date 
Figure LI 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
r . 
------------------
WEAVE ROOM - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
Attendant Labor 
For Week Starting ______________ _ 
Estimated Total Looms __ _ 
Man Hrs. No .. of 
per 4o Hr. 40 JW,. Budget 
OcCU:Qation Loom Looms Hours 
Warp Marker & Warp Trucker 2.21 X = 
Pick Clock Clerk 1.10 X = 
Chain Builder 1.10 X :: 
Supply Men 1.10 X = 
Machinists 1.10 X = 
Filling Floor Men 1.28 X = 
Elevator Man .729 X = 
Scrubber ·729 X = 
Bobbin Strippers .437 X = 
Section Hand 
-037 X = 
Bobbin Boy .037 X = 
Filling Cellarmen .182 X = 
Waste Sorters .012 X ::::: 
Total Budget Hours 
Man Hour Budget Director 
speed or producing capacity of the looms. In the weave room, 
it is traditional to make assignments by the number of 
machines serviced regardless of their producing capacity. 
Thus a set of looms producing ten per cent faster than the 
slower set would have the same attendant labor. This is a 
poor practice and recent attempts have been made to break 
i~ but not with much success. So the budget for the weave 
room served mainly to guide the overseer in determining the 
correct amount of help needed, and to point out those places 
where employees did not have full jobs. If employees were 
not fully assigned, that unit to which they were assigned 
should be shut down at once, and the work changed to the 
more economical sets of machinery. 
From the weave room, the cloth passes to the grey 
room where it is examined for flaws, and these flaws marked 
for mending, the knots pulled through to the back of the 
c;loth - burling - and the imperfections in the weave mended 
by hand. After the cloth is mended, it is re-examined to as-
certain if all faults have been corrected, and if not, re-
mended and re-burled. From here it passes to the finishing 
department. But the first consideration should be the budget 
set up for a burling and mending room. 
In the case of the grey room, it was first nec-
essary to determine what type of yarn produced the best 
running product in the weaving, mending and finishing, and, 
in addition, was the most economical for processing.. Many 
tests were made to determine the value of ring spun yarn in 
the warp and filling in comparison to cap spun yarn. After 
these tests, standards were set so that each quality cloth 
came through made of yarn processed on the same machinery. 
For example, quality twenty-one would be made of yarn drawn 
on the Pin Drafters, the warp yarn spun on the ring frames, 
and the filling spun on the cap frames. 
With a standard set for production, cost estimates 
could be made, and the time for burling a piece could be 
accurately set. 
Mending proved more difficult, and extensive 
studies had to be made of the time required to mend each type 
of cloth. From these studies, standard time tables were made 
for mending of each quality. The table for burling ~ppears 
in Figure LII, and in Figure LIII the table of time compiled 
for mending is shown. The budget for the remainder of the 
help "ras set on the standard method based on the number of 
pieces being processed in the room. This budget appears in 
Figure LIV. 
When the cloth has been mended to the satisfaction 
of the examiners, it is ready for finishing, and dyeing if 
necessary. Plain cloth, and cloth which depends on rayon 
overstripes for design, is dyed after mending in contrast to 
fancies which is dependent on various colors of worsted or 
woolen yarn for its design. The fancies, such as glen plaids, 
are made of dyed top spun into colored yarn, and are thus 
Figure LII •. _;. ....... ~) ~ .. "-, 
-
.. .. ----- ~<.~, '. 
MONTON MILLS INC. ~-,·~·~··: ~ .... '\,._ ~-- - ~~-
'- ~ 
:'""''lit~ 
STANDARD TIME FOR BURLING 
.,.._':':-
"'· 
- ~-
r 
-~ 
-
Schedule A --;.·~ .?,~."<-1_; 
. ' 
....... 
~ 
- ::~~-~~-::~-': ~-
Man Hrs. Estimated Budget 
Quality uer Piece Pieces Hours-
50 3·03 X = 
61 1.93 X = 
85 1.97 X = 
135 1-99 X = 
139 1.96 :X: = 
151 1-93 X :: 
197 2.01 X. ::: 
200 3-03 X = 
251 1 .. 90 X = 
322 1.92 X ::: 
365 1.90 X ::: 
372 1 .. 90 :X: --
454 1.09 X ::: 
474 1.99 X = 
.53.5 1.92 X = 
609 1.93 X = 
647 1.91 X = 
., . 
100. 
Figure LIII 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
STANDARD TIME FOR MENDING 
Schedule B 
Man Hrs. Estimated Budget Qualitx per Piece Pieces Hours 
50 3.19 X = 
61 3 .. 45 X = 
8.5 3.40 X = 
13.5 3.4.5 X = 
139 2.99 X = 
151 3.2.5 X = 
197 3.64 X = 
200 3.19 X = 
2.51 3.4.5 X = 
322 3.4o X = 
36.5 3-49 X -
:?.72 3.68 X = 
4.54 3.45 X = 
474 3.98 X = 
.525 3.08 X = 
609 3-76 X = 
647. 3.4o X -
-
~ 
Menders' Budget Hours 
.f ..• ) ... ; . .. . 1 ~ 
Date ________________ _ 
Figure LIV 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
GREY ROOM - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
101. 
For Week StartingQ ____________ _ 
Estimated Pieces to be Processed~------------
Operation 
Burlers (Schedule A) 
Menders (Schedule B) 
Markers 
Examiners 
Sewers 
Weighers 
Dispatchers 
Floorhands 
Scrubbers 
Pieces to be 
Processed 
Total Budget Hours 
X 
X 
X 
X 
:X: 
:X: 
:X: 
Man Hrs. Budget 
per 100 pes. Hours 
48.71 = 
48.52 = 
2.89 
== 
3-22 = 
2.59 
== 
41.49 = 
5.18 
-
Man Hour Budget Director 
only finished after mending. Materials such as pin stripes, 
gabardines, sheens and coatings are dyed after mending. 
Piece dyed cloth receives some treatment in wet finish be-
fore dyeing and returns to wet finish after dyeing for the 
final wet processes before passing to the dry finishing 
departments for shearing, specking, finish mending, final 
examining, and wrapping for shipment. 
L02. 
In Chapter III, the breaking down of qualities in-
to groups according to the type of process they would receive 
in the finishing department was outlined. This was very 
essential and it was found that, if possible, five groups 
were the best working arrangement. This was tantamount to 
making out five separate budgets for each department if all 
groups were run, but seldom would the mill run more than two 
or three groups in a week. Cloth comes through in good sized 
lots, as a rule, since it is good operating practice to manu-
facture top and yarn in reasonable sized lots, and to weave 
as much cloth of one type at a time as possible. Therefore, 
the average mill should never be concerned with more than two 
or three of the groups at one time in the finishing depart-
ments. 
As an example, only the budget grey cloth to be 
dyed will be considered, and only one class of cloth, so that 
the budgets for wet and dry finishing and piece dyeing will 
be comparable. 
Monton Mills considered that eleven of their 
Date __ ~-----------
Figure LV 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
PIECE DYE HOUSE - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
For Week Starting 
-------
Group II Qualities 61, 135, 251, 252, 
360, 401, 454, 455, 501, 535, 620. 
Estimated Number of Pieces _______________ _ 
Estimated Man Hrs,. 
No. of per 100 Budget 
Occu12ation Pieces Pieces Hours 
Clerk X 2.66 = 
Recorder - Floor Clerk X z.:22 = 
Head. Drug Man X 3.66 = 
Drugman X 2-66 = 
Acid Man X Z·22 = 
Section Hands X 18.21 = 
Dye Boiler X Z·22 = 
Kettle Hands & Floor Hands X 48.1,2 = 
Total Budget Hours 
Man Hour Budget Director 
Date ________________ __ 
Figure LVI 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
WET FINISHING - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
For Week Starting ________ __ 
Estimated Pieces to be Finished~-----------
Group II Qualities 61, 1:3.5, 2.51, 2.52, :360, 
401, 4.54, 4.5.5, .501, .5:3.5, 620. 
Man Hrs. 
Estimated per 1000 Budget 
Occu:Qation Pieces Pieces Hours 
Floor Clerks X .51.91 = 
Scrubber X 2.5.91 = 
Sorters X 101 • .51 = 
Sew Swing X 2.5.79 :::; 
Sand Brush-Despecker X 4:3 • .59 = 
Hermas Shear X 48.7.5 = 
Tacking X 94.41 = 
Fulling X :3:30.12 :::; 
Fulling - Section Hand X 2,5.02 :::; 
Continuous Washer X 190 • .51 = 
Carbonizer X 149.26 = 
Dry l.[ill X .50.95 = 
Cloth Dry X 160.2.5 = 
Section Hand-Cloth Dry X 24.79 = 
Soap Man X 2.5.71 = 
Tracer X 12.87 = 
Scouring Floorhands X .506.84 = 
Crabbing Floorhands X 262.10 = 
Total Budget Hours 
Man Hour Budget Direct. or 
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.· ... ~ ~ ., .... ·: . · .. 
10.5. 
Date __________________ _ 
Figure LVII 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
DRY FINISHING - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
For Week Starting ____ _ 
Estimated Pieces to be Finished 
--------
Group II Qualities: 61, 135, 251, 252, 360, 
4ol, 454, 455, SOl, 535, 620. 
Man Hrs. 
Estimated per 1000 Budget 
0CCU:Qation Pieces Pieces Hours 
Floor Clerk X 28.ll = 
Tracer X 43.06 = 
Sample Man X 19.92 = 
Sewing Machine X 32.19 = 
Scrubber X 24.95 = 
Matcher Off X 24.95 = 
Shear Grinder X 24.95 = 
Brushing X 74.62 = 
Shear Hand X 1)6.81 = 
Press X 113.81 = 
Decate X 321.46 = 
Section Hand Tenter X 48.75 = 
Tenterers X 131.26 = 
Hand Clean X 73-89 -
-
Floorhands X 291.60 = 
Total Budget Hours 
Man Hour Budget Director 
Date ____________________ ~ 
Figure LVIII 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
FINAL EXAMINING - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
All Groups 
For Week Starting ____________ _ 
Estimated Pieces Delivered to Pack~ng Room ____________ _ 
Man Hrs. 
Estimated per 1000 Budget 
Occupation Pieces Pieces Hours 
Windle Winders & Measurers X 87.29 = 
Shader - Reject Perch X 22.00 = 
Weighers X J?.Jl = 
Floorhands - Drape X 121.61. = 
Floorhands -Exam X 22.00 = 
Scrubber X 22.00 = 
Elevator ~Ian X 22.00 = 
Examiners X 225.16 = 
Total Budget Hours 
Man Hour Budget Director 
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qualities fell into group two, which received full:process..:. 
ing in all three departments. These were dark colored goods 
with a tight weave and a smooth final finish. On Figures 
LV-LVIII are the budgets for these three departments for 
group two-type cloth. If only qne group was being processed, 
these sheets as shown would be issued. If, however, more 
than one group was being processed, the several sheets for 
each room would be combined and a summary sheet similar to 
that of the spinning room, Figure XXXVIII would be issued 
for each room. 
After finishing, the cloth is packed and shipped. 
In the packing room, the shade has to be checked to standard, 
the hand tags checked to see if all regulations are complied 
with in regard to content of materials, and all seconds and 
remnants removed from the lots. The bolts are then wrapped 
and marked and put aside for the shippers to come in, who are 
part of the yard crew, and place them in trucks for outside 
delivery. The final budget required for an operating de-
partment of an integrated woolen and worsted mill, Figure 
LIX, was that of the packing and shipping room. 
Thus in this chapter have been presented all 
budgets necessary for a worsted yarn mill, woolen yarn mill, 
and cloth mill. In the following chapter, the service de-
partments which service these mills l'lill be presented, and in 
subsequent chapters, the source from which the information is 
obtained for the weekly computation of the budgets, the value 
of the budgets and the services the budgets provide will 
be presented. 
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Date 
------------------~ 
. Figure LIX 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
PACKING AND SHIPPING - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
For Week Starting. ____________ _ 
A. Estimated Pieces Delivered to Packing ______ __ 
B. Estimated Men 1 s Wear 
C Estimated Women 1 s Wear 
Man Hrs. 
Estimated per 1000 Budget 
0CCU:Qation Pieces Pieces Hours 
Shipping Clerk A. X 2.5.89 = 
Shader Men's Wear B. X ,51.88 = 
Shader Women's Wear c. X .51.88 = 
Balers A. X 77.78 = 
Floorhands A. X lOJ.82 = 
Ticket Clerk A. X 2.5.89 :::: 
Remnant - Card - Type A. X ,51.88 = 
Head Women - Card Type A. X 2.5.89 = 
Sample Cutter A. X 2.5.89 :: 
Scrubber A. X 2.5.89 = 
Total Budget Hours 
; 
Man Hour Budget Director 
CHAPTER V 
BUDGETS FOR SERVICE DEPARTMENTS 
Service departments, if not watched closely, will 
invariably build themselves up until their costs and size 
are too large for the operation. People like good service, 
and operating departments are no different--they also like 
good service. If a nail is out of place, or if the head of 
the department has a new idea, he wants to be able to pick 
up the telephone and have his wants attended to at once, re-
gardless of merit or expense. In times of prosperity, plants 
build up service departments that are luxuries in the scope 
of services they perform, and when activities are curtailed, 
all members of management hate to do away with the type of 
organization they have become accustomed to enjoy. 
In times of prosperity, manufacturing organizations 
could reduce the size of their service departments apprecia-
bly and not injure the plant's efficiency, and if they do 
not curtail their service operations in the face of falling 
business, they will proceed to dissipate money on services 
they could well do without, thus injuring the competitive 
position of the company as well as its capital position. 
As stated in the first chapter, l<Ionton Mills es-
tablished their first man hour budgets in the service de-
partments in order that these expenses might be tied in more 
closely with the activity of the mill as a producing unit. 
In establishing the man hour budgets for these departments, 
110. 
the amount of service rendered the various producing units 
during the base period was determined. Next, a survey of 
the amount of oervice of each type required by a producing 
unit at various levels of operations was made. From this 
survey, a maximum number of hours for each service depart-
ment was established, and for certain classifications in 
each department, a minimum number of hours ,.;as established. 
Certain types of service jobs could be aet up on 
step scales, and classifications falling into this category 
"t-rere also determined from the survey.. When the results of 
the survey were established, and the base period activity re-
corded, they were combined into tentative budgets. These 
tentative budgets were made out not only for the current six-
week period to be compared to actual, as was the case with 
the operating departments, but various levels of operation 
were estimated ranging from a complete shut down to maximum 
plant operation. Tentative budgets were made out for these 
expected conditions as well as for actual. The budgets were 
discussed at length so that all concerned would be sure that 
various safety la't'Ts and fire regulations would be covered 
under all operating conditions. These conferences proved 
lengthy, but eventually workable budgets were produced which 
have saved considerable money for the mill. 
The budgets for operating departments c.ould be 
based solely on the product passing through that depart-
ment, but no so with service department budgets. They had 
111. 
to be based on the level of operations in various parts of 
the mill. The mechanical department might be greatly af-
fected by one unit and not by another. The yard department 
might serve one unit constantly and others occasionally. 
Tlius the amount of service rendered each producing unit had 
to be considered and finally, the question of which operation, 
or operations, was the key to activity in a given producing 
unit. 
Mechanical Department 
Having considered all the above mentioned factors, 
the budget director at Menton Mills decided that, in the 
case of the mechanical department, the budget should be 
based on combs, looms, and spinning frames being used. 
Based on these key machines, the budget wgs originally set 
up by job classification showing the number of hours for 
carpenters, machinists, pipers and others, allowed each week. 
This was a good breakdown in some respects for it allowed 
the master mechanic to know how many of each type artisan 
he needed, but in a short period of time it proved unsatis-
factory because it did not allot hours by operating unit 
activity, and some units were getting a great deal of service 
and others were left with little or none. In view of this, 
the budget wa.s revised and instead of being issued on a job 
classification base, was issued on the basis of accounting 
department charges. Because of this, the budget sheet which 
appears in Figure LX shows that the mechanical department 
112 .. 
Date 
-------------------
Figure LX 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
Personnel for week smarting 
A. Combs x Hours = Comb Hours 
B. Spinning Frames x Hours = Frame II 
c. Looms x Hours = Loom II 
D. Total Machine Hours 
Budget Man Hrs. 
Allotment per Mach- M%chine 
for ine Hour Hours * 
Top Mill .0831 X A = - 18 = Yarn Mill .. 0254 X B = 5 = Cloth l·Ull .0318 X c = - 25 ::: Yard Dept. .00105 X D = 1 = Buildings . 00492 X D = 6 = Main Office .000758 X D ::: - 1 = Mechanical Dept. .00781 X !D = 2 = Steam and Power .00138 X D = 2 = Winter Summer 
Oilers~""' .00428 .00308 X D ** 
-Moistening System (X) 
Total Budget 
* Hours for Annual Shutdown 
-~~*Summer schedule for Oilers is effective, from 
May 1st to Sept. 30th. 
(X) Hours obtained from schedules 
Man Hour Budget Director 
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itself was allotted hours to maintain its own equipment. 
On the budget sheet, no figure appeared for the 
moistening system personnel because they were on a step 
schedule. In order to maintain the moistening system, a 
minimum of fifty-six hours a week were required with no ac-
tivity in the mill, while a maximum of three hundred and 
sixty hours were required if the mill was in full operation. 
This schedule which is not shown provided for the various 
levels of coverage according to the level o~ activity, and 
the units in operation. At the time the budget was made up, 
the hours were obtained from the schedule and inserted in 
the budget. 
The vacation period also had to be provided for 
and it was established that three thousand hours would be 
sufficient to cover the period of· two weeks when the mill 
closed for vacations. Thus, sixty hours were deducted each 
week to provide a·pool of hours to be available for work 
which had to be done while the mill was closed. These hours 
were allotted in proportion to the number of hours' service 
the unit required under. normal conditions. 
The pin shop services all mills but comes under 
the direct supervision of the top mill in that ninety-five 
per cent of its work is for that department. In addition to 
this, it was established that if the top mill did not run, 
it would be more economical to have the yarn mill work done 
by outside contractors than to run the pin .shop. With these 
114. 
Date __________________ _ 
Figure LXI 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
PIN SHOP - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
For Week Startin 
'""---------
Expected lbs. of Top to be Combed.___ ___ _ 
Man Hrs. 
per 1000 Pounds 
Occu;pation Pounds of Top = Man Hours 
Circle Men .895 :X: ~ = 
Faller Men 1.14 X = 
Pin Setter .520 X = 
i Lap Man 2.29 :X: = 
Head Brush Maker .0919 X = 
Brush Maker - Helper .594 X = 
Hospital .00232 :X: = 
Total Budget Hours 
Man Hour Budget Director 
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two facts in mind, the budget director established the pin 
shop budget, Figure LXI, on the pounds of top to be combed. 
These two budgets covered the services rendered 
the operating departments by skilled labor. The remaining 
budgets will cover the services rendered the operating de-
partments by semi-skilled and unskilled labor. 
~ Department 
The yard department is broken down into three 
sections as follows: the yard department, the waste room, 
and the top shipping room. The top shipping is miss-named 
and should be called top packing. The yard section includes 
truck drivers, yarn engine and freight oar men, garage me-
chanics, yard maintenance men, wool and top handlers. 
It might be said that these jobs would depend 
upon the activity of the entire mill, but such was not the 
case. If the yarn mill did not run, there was nq need of 
truck drivers since their duty was to truck top to the yarn 
mill and carry yarn to the weave room. They depended on 
yarn mill activity just as the garage machinists depended 
upon them. 
The wool handlers depended upon the greased wool 
send to the sorting room, or the purchased scoured wool sent 
to carding. Noil handlers depended upon woolen yarn to be 
made, and top handlers on the pounds of top produced in the 
comb room. So of all the classifications involved, only 
those of freight hands and yard men depended upon the 
116. 
activity of the entire operation. 
In making out a budget for any type of service de-
partment, it was important that the allotments for service 
be based.only upon the activity of the unit serviced. If 
this was not done, service budgets would not reflect the 
proper amounts and types of services required for efficient 
operation of the producing units, and producing units might 
not have the necessary service to function properly. Figure 
LXII shows the yard department budget for I'4:onton lUlls and 
clearly indicates the operation on which each service was 
based. 
. The budget for the top shipping room of the yard 
department was based on the product of the combing room in 
general, but several classifications were based on allied 
operations. Some of the press men depended upon the top pro-
duced in the colored combing room, and the waste machine men 
depended on _the waste sent in for bagging. The top wrappers 
are dependent upon only that amount of grey top wrapped in 
special paper. All other classifications depended upon the 
grey top produced and the by-product of grey top--noils. 
This budget, as finally published, is shown in Figure LXIII. 
The waste room processes the waste from all de-
partment.s and, oddly, has only one classification of help--
'\'laste men. In vie~r of this fact, the budget was set up on a 
basis of pounds produced, or pieces woven, and a value given 
to the product of each unit. The standard waste factors were 
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Date ____________ __ 
Figure LXII 
MON~ON MILLS INC. 
YARD DEPARTMENT - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
For Week Startin 
A. Estimated Top Production (lbs. ~~r week) 
B. Estimated Neils to be delivered 
C. Estimated lbs. of Scoured Wool to be de-
livered to Card Room 
D. Estimated number of lbs. to be sorted 
E. Spinning Frames Operation x Hours of 
~------
lbs. 
lbs .. 
lbs. 
lbs. 
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Operation = Frame Hours. 
F. Total Combs Operating x Hours of 
Operation = Comb Hours. 
G. Wide Looms Operating x Hours of 
Operation = Loom Hours. 
H. Sum of E, F, & G = Total Machine Hours 
-------
Man Hours per Budget 
Ooeration lliOO.O Hours Hours 
Freight Hands 1.19 X H ::: 
Yard Men· 1.19 X H = 
Truck Chauffeurs 10.12 X E ::: 
Garage Machinists 5 .. 08 X E ::: 
per 1000 lbs. 
Noil Handlers ~Woolen Yarn) 1.92 X B = Wool Handlers Sorted Wool) 1.74 X D = 
Wool Handlers (Scoured Wool) 3~.5 X c = Top Handlers 2.28 X A = 
Total Weekly Budget Hours 
l~n Hour Budget Director 
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Date 
Figure LXIII 
MONTON MILLS INO. 
TOP SHIPPING - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
For Week Start in 
A. Total lbs. of Top Noil 
B. Total lbs. of Blended Top Baled 
o. Total lbs. of Grey Top Baled 
D. Total lbs. of Noil 
E. Total lbs. of Waste Packed 
F. Total lbs. of Top Wrapped 
Man Hours 
Estimated per 1000 
Occupation Pounds Pounds Budget Hours 
Clerk A. :X: 
·330 
Top Weigher A. :X: 
-375 Top Tester A. :X: 
-375 
Sample Man & Helper A. :X: .155 
Press Foreman o. :X: 
·330 
Pressmen B. :X: 1.100 
·pressmen o. :X: ·.924 
Neil Machine Men D. :X: 2.940 
Noll Packers D .. :X: 2.940 
Neil Weighers D. :X: 1.365 
Waste Machine A. :X: .220 
Top Wrappers F. :X: 1.360 
Total Budget Hours 
Man Hour Budget Director 
(A) 
(A) 
(A) 
(A) 
(B) 
Date 
--~------------
Figure LXIV 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
~ASTE ROOM - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
Personnel for Week Starting ~----~ 
Standard 
M l'bs~ or 
Pieces 
Estimated Top Production X .;506 = 
Estimated Worsted Yarn 
Production X 1.646 
-
Estimated Woolen Yarn 
Production X .243 = 
Estimated Pieces Woven X 63.82 = 
Sorting Laps X 79.18 
TOTAL BUDGET HOURS 
(4) Expected poundage for the items marked in this manner 
is the poundage expected to 'be produced in the week 
prior to that for which the 'budget is issued. 
(B) Expected poundage for items so marked is the poundage 
for the week for which the 'budget is issued. 
Man Hour Budget Director 
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established for each unit and the time to process this was 
determined in the same manner as all the budgets. This 
budget, together with the instructions for ita preparation, 
appears on Figure LXIV. 
With the budgets of the service departments, all 
operations of an integrated woolen and worsted mill 1s 
activities have been covered with the exception of salaried 
employees. Since this tYPe of help was not controlled on a 
day to day, or week to week basis, it is omitted from this 
study. 
In the following chapters, the methods of issuing 
and using the budgets will be described. 
1~. 
CHAPTER VI 
ISSUING AND USING lJ!AN HOUR BUDGETS 
The previous chapters have dealt with the actual 
budgets required for a ~mrsted and wooten mill. The methods 
by which the required hours per unit of production were de-
rived have been presented at length. The types of variables 
encountered in preparing the budgets have been considered 
and the methods of overcoming these variables listed. The 
past and present records required in the establishment of 
man hour budgets have been listed. up to the present, the 
problem of establishing the budgets has been given thorough 
consideration, but the administration of these budgets after 
preparation has been given none at all. Therefore, some of 
the administration necessary in connection with these 
budgets will be discussed. 
Booklet for Basis of Bu~ets 
It is an accepted fact that the ability to remem-
ber is not infallible and the man hour budget director be-
lieved that he was no exception. After he had prepared 
budgets for all the departments of his mill, he realized 
that he had some difficulty in remembering just exactly 
which steps he had taken in preparing each budget. An 
accurate knowledge of what was done in the preparation was 
essential if a question arose as to the accuracy of a budget. 
If changes occurred in the operating procedures, it was 
necessary to know how the budget was compiled in order to 
lZZ,. 
correct and compensate for the change. 
In addition, each ~ear brought changes. Men re-
signed to take new positions, and new personnel were added 
to the organization. Considering the po.ssibility that_ the 
man hour budget director might not always be available, 
records had to be complete for those who would carry on the 
job if he should leave. 
For these reasons, it was necessary to have a com-
plete, accurate, brief summary of the preparation of the 
budget, the type of producti~n each classification ~ms based 
on, and notes of how changes in the present budget would be 
made if operating conditions changed. It was necessar~ to 
keep this booklet up-to-date because if once neglected, it 
promptly lost its value. 
The following page, Figure LXV, shows a leaf from 
the booklet issued by the Menton Mills. This booklet was 
prepared in three copies and distributed to the fiscal 
budget director, internal auditor, and the man hour budget 
director. It was maintained by a rigid policy of rewriting 
ll;he instructions for any budget that was changed the day the 
change was made, and sending copies to the people involved 
the day the first corrected budget was used. 
The value of this booklet has been proven by the 
fact that the man hour budget director has recently been able 
to turn over many of his duties to a subordinate and to employ 
his time on other problems with a minimum of difficulty. 
123 .. 
Figure LXV 
MONTON l-fiLLS INC • 
WARPING ROOM - MAN HOUR BUDGET 
Revised. 
Basis upon which Budget is Compiled: 
July 18, 1951 
The slasher Tenders and Slasher Helpers are based upon 
actual production for the 6 week period ending November 28, 
1948. The total number of cuts processed were divided into 
three groups as follows: 
Serges 
Warps under 6ooo ends 
Warps over 6ooo ends 
The actual pieces produced were then checked against the 
actual hours used, and the standard thus determined. The 
number of man hours required for Slasher Tenders based on 
actual conditions is 5% less than that allowed in the 
fiscal budget. 
The Slasher Helpers were.based at 55% of the Slasher Ten-
ders. This is the actual practice as determined from the 
actual hours used and this base is also 5% less than that 
allowed in the fiscal budget. 
The classifications for Scrubbers, Size Men, Yarn Receivers, 
Jackspooler Clerks 1 Production Clerks, Warp Repairers, 
Dressers, Jackspoolers, Warpers, Floor Hands, and the Beam 
Men are based on actual hours used to actual pieces produced 
for the base period and is the equivalent of that allowed 
in the fiscal budget. 
The Yarn Man (Winding) and the Winders are based upon the 
newly established number of pounds to be produced during 
the week to meet expected earnings. The change was made 
from day pay to piece work as of this date, the standard 
is based on a normal force of one 40-hour Yarn Man and 
four 40-hour Winders. 
The standard for Machine Dressers to be used when other 
than sample work is processed or when other than odd lots 
are cleaned up is based upon the base period, the 6 weeks 
ending November 28, 1948. 
Man Hour Budget Director 
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Obtaining Weekly Productio~ 
In order that the budget might be computed easily 
and distributed promptly each week, it was necessary that 
the essential production estimates on which the budgets were 
to be based be received on time and in an orderly manner 
from the various sources from which this information was ob-
tained. At Manton Mills, this information was obtained from 
four sources and it was found that a separate form for each 
source! listing just that information requested from that 
source, was the most satisfactory method for all concerned. 
Only the items with which the budget director was concerned 
were listed and a place provided for the production planner 
to enter his estimate. This estimate then became a matter 
of record in ease any questions arose about the budget. It 
was also advisable to establish realistic deadlines for the 
receipt of the production estimates. 
The budget director at Manton Mills received his 
information from four sources and an estimated production 
sheet was prepared ~or each of these. They were from the 
wool buyer's o~fice, for wool shop produc~ion; the top pro-
duction office, for top making information; the yarn pro~ 
duction office, and the cloth pro~uction office. That infor-
mation submitted by the production office is shown on Figure 
LXVI and similar records were submitted by each of the 
offices concerned. 
If budgets were to be issued at noon on Friday of 
1. 
2. 
3· 
4. 
s. 
49 hour cards 
40 hour combs 
Pounds of top 
Grades 
Grades 
to 
to 
Date ______ ~------------
Figure LXVI 
MONTON MILLS INC. 
TOP MILL 
Estimated Production 
For Week Starting ____________ _ 
be run 
be run 
to be produced 
IEF - 14TSP 
ll.rtA- 1.5T 
Total 
Pounds of top to be dyed 
Pounds of colored top to be blended 
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each week, it 't'las necessary to set the time for submitting 
estimated production at noon on Thursday. This allowed 
a, full day for preparation of the budgets. It was the 
opinion of the man hour budget director that those sub-
mitting estimates wanted to hold off until the last minute 
and steps had to be taken at the beginning to insist that 
the deadline of submission be met. If this was not done, 
the submission of estimates would become later each week 
and would interfere with the proper preparation and distri-
bution. A reasonable schedule for submitting of estimates 
had to be made. It was possible and it was the best way. 
Distribution of Man Hour Budgets 
Having considered sources of information tor pre-
paration of the budgets each week, it seemed logical to con-
sider who would receive the budgets after they were prepared. 
Wl1o could use them to best advantage? Who needed them in 
their constant effort to keep costs in line and to produce a 
better product at the right time at the lowest possible 
price? It was decided that the following people would require 
copies of the budgets: 
1.. Room Supervisor 
2. Department Superintendent 
J. Internal Auditor 
4. Resident Manager 
5. Man Hour Budget Director 
The man who laid out the machinery set-up and 
called in or laid off his help certainly needed a copy. 
Therefore, the room supervisor needed a copy, and he had to 
12~L 
receive it in sufficient time to chec~ against his proposed 
schedule for the following week and make any necessary changes 
required so that he could operate within his alloted hours for 
each classification of help. He had to receive his budget 
preferably four to five hours before the end of the Friday 
shift. These four or five hours gave him time to check his 
proposed layout against the budget 1 ask any questions he might 
have felt necessary 1 prepare a ne-vr schedule of machinery and 
help if required, and notify any employees who might not have 
been required under the revised layout. Thus it gave him 
sufficient time to prepare his room to operate at peak 
efficiency at the start of the shift on Honday morning. 
The superintendent to whom the overseer or foreman 
was directly responsible should have a copy. This would 
enable him to know of conditions in his mills, and it would 
also provide him with a base by which he could check the 
results of supervision below him. 
The resident manager of the mill should have a copy 
so that he might know of conditions in all the mills and 
departments, and so that he might know which department is 
efficient and which could stand some well directed criticism. 
The internal auditor should have a copy so that in 
his checks of costs he might have it for ready reference. 
The copy kept in the man hour budget director's 
file was used by all others involved. This included the 
payroll office, cost office, accounting office, treasurer 1 s 
office, and the man hour budget director himself should he 
have cause to refer to old budgets. 
It should be stated here that it was not necessary 
to hold these budgets in the file for any great length of 
time. As the budgets were for a period of one week 1 s opera-
tion, it did not seem that those over six months old would 
be of any value. The auditor maintained his file for a year 
as he audited each department only once a year, but the room 
overseer or foreman, the superintendent, and the resident 
manager maintained only the last four issues and depended on 
the main file if older copies were needed. It was the belief 
of the resident manager that the maintenance of files was 
expensive and that after a paper had served its purpose it 
should be destroyed. 
Booklet for Issuing of Budgets 
In order that the budgets be made out correctly 
and issued promptly under all conditions, it was necessary 
that the conditions governing the compilation and issuing 
be recorded in a notebook. If this book was available, 
vacations, sickness, or transfer of personnel would not 
unduly interfere with the preparation and distribution of· 
the budget. Each budget had its own complete write-up sheet 
in the booklet. Nearly everyone has been in an office when 
the person in charge of a specific project is out and a 
question arises as to that project. One realizes the con-
fusion that is caused even when proper records are present, 
but in the absence of records many unpleasant moments occur. 
This booklet was prepared to prevent that situation. 
The instruction sheet showed the source from which 
the estimated production was obtained, the types of estimated 
production required, and whether the information was first 
listed on a·work sheet or budget sheet. Special instructioms 
concerning any corrections made for variables were included 
at this point. The distribution of copies of the budget was 
listed on this sheet also. It might have been desirable to 
write the names of the people next to the listed title, but 
this was not recommended because personnel changes, but titles 
are rather permanent. 
Also on this sheet were instructions for entering 
budget hours and actual hours on the comparison charts. 
These charts will be described later in this chapter, and 
they also will be mentioned in the chapter which outlines 
.results obtained from the use of budgets. 
A set of instruction sheets, a copy of one ap-
pears in Figure LXVII,was essential if one was to have an 
efficient system for computing and issuing budgets. An 
efficient system meant that in spite of changes in personnel, 
sickness, or vacations, the budgets would be issued cor-
rectly and promptly. 
But how were the budgets used after distribution? 
That is the next question to be answered. 
l)O. 
Establishing Machinery to be Used. 
The budget was used by the foreman or overseer to 
establish his machinery layout. 
There was only one best combination of machinery: 
that unit which would produce the maximum amount of product 
with the lowest unit cost; and it was up to the foreman to 
determine that unit. 
Distribution of Help 
The budgets allotted specific hours for each class-
ification of help, but they did not specify which employee 
would be retained and which would be dismissed. The budgets 
would enable the foreman to know just how many people he 
required in each classification. In times of very low pro-
duction, he might have to combine jobs and make prior arra~ge­
ments with the union for one man to handle the work covered 
by two classifications. The budget assisted him in keeping 
the seniority record for his room strai~~t, because if he 
haa estimated his production correctly, he would need only 
the allotted hours, thus he could call in a sufficient 
number of men to do the job, enter the record, and·not have 
to make constant changes. It was the constant changing 
that upset the record when help was on part time. 
Therefore the room foreman or overseer, knew 
from his budget just how many man hours of work he was 
allotted in each classification. With this allotment, he 
could plan the help he needed and call in only those who 
131. 
Figure LXVII 
MONTON lULLS INC. 
PROCEDURE FOR COMPUTING MAN HOUR BUDGET FOR ROVING 
The estimated pounds of Roving to be made are received on 
Thursday from the Yarn Production Superintendent by Dram 
Weight. These figures are then listed on the budget sheet 
as estimated and t4en corrected to 5~ Dram Roving. 
The corrected pounds are multiplied by the standard for each 
occupation and the result is the total man hour budget for 
the week. This budget is made up in 5 copies and distri-
buted as follows prior to noon on Friday: 
Resident l"lanager 
Yarn Superintendent 
OVerseer of Roving 
Plant Auditor 
File 
When the budget figure has been determined it is entered on 
graphs maintained for the Resident I.fanager and the Yarn 
Superintendent with a blue line. These charts are sent out 
to the above men on Friday afternoon of each week. The 
charts are returned to this office on Monday, and on Wed-
nesday the actual hours used for the week ending the pre-
vious Friday are entered on the chart in red. On Wednes-
day, the Cost Office reports the actual pounds produced 
for the week ending the previous Friday and the percentage 
of actual to estimated pounds is figured. This percentage 
figure is entered on the two charts in pencil. 
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were needed acc·ording to the seniority list. He could 
make arrangements for job combinations in times of low 
production, and run that combination of machinery which 
would produce the product within the allotted budget hours. 
Checks on Results Obtained by Budgets 
In order to obtain results by the foreman or . 
overseer, a comparison for budget hours to actual hours 
'l.oJ'as made for each period. This comparison t;ook the form 
of a chart. It was the prac~ice of the man hour budget 
director to enter the budget hours in blue on the budget 
charts each week at the time the budgets were distributed. 
Two charts were maintained for each room, one copy to be 
used by the foreman or overseer and his superintendent, and 
the other by the resident manager and the budget director~ 
After the payroll was made up, the actual hours were entered 
on the chart in red and thus a.quick, accurate comparison 
of actual to budget hours could be made. If actual hours 
were considerably higher than standard, the budget directo~ 
checked the production office concerned to determine if any 
late rush orders had been placed into production. If this 
was the case, a revised budget was made up and that 
figure plotted in green on the chart. 
The next step taken by the budget director was to 
obtain the actual production and compare it to estimated 
to determine the per cent actual was of estimated. This 
percentage was entered at the bottom of the chart directly 
·-~.:: ·~· ~-"'-
under the points plotted for that period. 
Each Friday the room charts were sent to the super-
intendent so that he could check the results and call in the 
foreman or overseer to see the progress he was making in 
keeping costs in line and within the budget hours. The other· 
set of charts was sent to the resident manager for his inspec-
tion. 
From these charts, the manager could tell which 
room was improving in its effort to keep costs down, and 
which was not improving. He could then devote his efforts to 
those rooms which were weak. Also he could check the ability 
of the production office in maintaining a proper flow of 
l'Tork through the plant at all times. He would notice at 
once if production was constantly up and down and take cor-
rective action to insure a smooth flow of work through all 
rooms. He could see those areas of the mill which could not 
produce within their allotted hours and take immediate steps 
to bring them in line and thus reduce the unit cost of the 
product. 
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CHAPTER VII 
RESULTS ACHIEVED BY MONTON MILLS WITH 
MAN HOUR BUDGETS 
It is wise for a company to plan its production 
and plan the use to which its employees will be put before 
·being called in for work. In fact, it is essential in these 
days of severe competition to plan for ·the spending of every 
dollar and to ascertain that it. is spent judiciously. Up to 
this point, the mechanics of developing a system of man hour 
budgets for a woolen and worsted mill have been outlined and 
. 
. \ 
discussed and the administration considered, but unless man 
hour budgets can produce better operating procedures and 
lower unit costs, they are just another system that sounds. 
well when talked about and looks well in print. In other 
words, is there any proof of their effectiveness in 
operation? 
There is proof of the effectiveness of man hour 
buo.gets at Henton Mills, and the manager has given the 
writer permission to quote various figures showing the mon-
etary savings made, and figures showing their effective-
ness in other fields. 
Facilitating Plans for Help Required 
In a previous chapter, it was stated that upon 
receiving the budget the overseer or foreman would plan 
his help for the coming production period according to the 
hours allotted each classification of labor in the budget. 
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Previous to the installation of the budgets, it was the prac-
tice for the overseer to call in that help which he thought 
necessary based on the work already delivered to the vrork 
stations to be processed the first two days ~f the week, 
never consldering the work which would be processed on the 
last three days of the week. This system could result in 
too few or too many workers being called in on l•1onday, and 
with a peak and normal force labor contract in effect, it 
could cause either excessive labor costs or lost production. 
A peru~ and normal force labor contract means that 
a certain number of employees are "designated in each room 
as the normal operating force of that unit. All other help, 
whenever it is. employed in that room, is classified peak 
force. In addition, each labor classification in the room 
is broken do'1.'11'n into peak and normal force. The contract 
states that all normal force personnel shall receive a full 
week 1s work before any member of the peak force is employed, 
or if any member of the peak force is employed and a normal 
force worker does not receive his or her full week 1 s work, 
he or she is entitled to a full 't'J'eek 1s pay at their average 
rate. Therefore, under the old policy, if the overseer be-
lieved that sufficient work was not available to warrant 
employing the total normal force on Monday, and failed to 
call in one member of each classification, and extra produc-
tion was available on Tuesday or Wednesday, he could call 
up to the total normal force but none of the peak force 
1)6. 
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workers. If it was vital to get the production out, and. 
peak force personnel were called in later in the week, all 
normal force employees not working on Monday would be en-
titled to l1ono..ay 1 s pay. So it created the problem of 
either losing the production and perhaps the order, or 
paying all normal force wo~kers not emplo(ed a full week 1 s 
pay if members of the peak force were employed later in the 
week. 
As can well be ~agined, this system of calling 
in help based on available work that was at the work sta-
tion caused poor employee relations. For the two years 
prior to the installation of the budgets, there was not a 
single week when at least one grievance was not filed re-
questing pay for normal force workers not employed a full 
week, when peak force workers were employed in that week. 
Some weeks as many as fifteen separate grievances were filed. 
The buo~ets allowed the overseers or foremen to 
visualize their entire week 1s operation and to plan for the 
number of employees which they would need. The personnel 
manager stated that grievances of the above type have dis-
appeared almost entirely. One is apt to crop up occasion-
ally, usually in a holiday week or during a period of ab-
normal operating conditions. 
Monton Mills, by the use of these budgets, virtu-
ally eliminated the payments made for work not performed 
and thereby lowered their costs, improved their labor re-
lations, and improved production planning so that the fin-
ished product was produced when scheduled. 
Obtaining Best Production Layout 
One section of combs looks the same as the 
next, and it is true that they are the same machines, but 
production-wise, they may be entirely different. Due to 
their location in the building, one set may require truck-
ing of materials for long distances, it may require extra 
maintenance, or other special labor may be required to keep 
one unit operating that is not necessary to operate another. 
If an overseer or foreman is not cost conscious, and few are, 
then he is very apt to decide to operate the unit or units 
in his department on a personal basis, not giving costs due 
consideration. But if he has only an allotted number of 
hours of work available, and a stipulated production to be 
obtained within those work hours, he will operate only his 
most economical units. At Menton Mills, this was brought 
out very forcefully in the worsted carding room and the 
worsted spinning room. The first four weeks that those 
rooms were under budget control, it was the opinion of the 
overseers, and there are.always some that feel this way, 
that no one was going to tell them how to run their rooms or 
make them produce the required product within the allotted 
hours. 
However, top management had other ideas, and by 
constant 'ttork, those rooms, as well as others, were corrected .. 
As a result, the labor cost of carding was reduced five per 
cent, and of spinning, four and one half per cent. 
Meeting Fiscal Budgets 
The one trouble with the fiscal budget is that it 
informs supervision what bas happened, not.what is going to 
happen. A superintendent or overseer finds out after the 
money has been spent that he has operated at a loss. Many 
times he has forgotten what caused his loss and the informa-
tion is of little value to him. But the man hour budgets, 
when prepared properly, showed him what his costs. should be, 
just what each type of labor should cost him for the amount 
of work he expects to produce. With the man hour budgets, 
he had a guide which was given to him at the start of the 
production period and which he could use to plan his help, 
on which he could note mistakes that were made and take pre-
cautions against repeating. This man hour budget was not 
past history which took place a week or two ago, it was 
current fact. People do not live in the past, they live in 
the present, and facts and figures to be of the greatest 
value must be current. 
The director of the cost accounting department 
stated that prior to man hour budgets, the monthly budget 
review was often worthless because men could not remember 
what happened during that time. If they operated at a loss, 
they had no satisfactory. explanation, and if at a profit, 
could not remember having done anything different that 
would have caused that profit. But after the advent of 
man hour budgets, they came to the meetings with facts, 
and had a clearer knowledge of what was taking place in 
their rooms. They were better prepared to ask questions 
when they operated at a loss, and constantly asked ques-
tions about allowances for costs outside standard that may 
have occurred during the period. 
The man hour budgets stimulated their interest in 
costs, it made them cost conscious, and as a result of this 
cost consciousness, rooms that had not operated at a profit 
for months began to narrow the gap. Rooms that had met their 
cost one month and not the next, began to show a consistent 
pattern of operating at a profit. All members of the cost 
department agreed that after a room bad been under man hour 
budget control for a six month period, it was a rare occa-
sion when it failed to meet standard costs. 
An example of the results obtained in the combing 
room is shown on Figure LXVIII. At the left side of the graph 
is the comparison of standard cost to actual for the first 
six months of 1949, a six month period before a man hour 
budget was set up for the room. On the right of the graph 
is the comparison for the first six months of 1950. Man 
hour budgets were put into effect in August 1949 for this 
room and thus allowed a four month period of operation before 
the check period was made. There is tangible evidence that 
man hour budgets helped overseers to control their labor 
cost so that actual costs could be brought to, and below, 
standard costa. 
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Controlling Unit Costs during Periods 
of Falling Production 
The fourth result achieved by Menton Mills with 
i 
man hour budgets was the control of unit costs during per-
' i 
iods! of falling production. In most cases, as production 
fall~ off, the cost per unit tends to rise. This is due to 
I 
! 
reduction in the number of work stations serviced by floor 
help when a mill is operating at less than normal. A floor 
hand job, set up to service sixteen cards, may drop to 
twelre. 
' 
' 
' 
A loom fixer may service only eighteen looms in 
placf of his normal twenty-four. The tendency is to hold 
I 
I the service help and allow them to operate at less than 
their normal assignment. 
! 
Any assignment less than normal in times of falling 
production or low production causes an increase in unit cost. 
! 
! Howerer, with a recommended labor set-up for scheduled pro-
duct~on, the overseer could plan in advance the help he 
i 
would require, the best and most efficient machinery to use, 
! 
and the assignment to be handled by each worker. Many times 
! 
the ~dgets would allow only thirty hours of help for a 
I 
clas~ification, and the overseer felt that he needed forty-
! 
four~ The standard answer to that, from the man hour budget 
director and the resident manager, was, 11 That is your allow-
ance make the most of it. If you need ten more there, you 
must take ten off a~ equivalent classification, but there is 
your budget, let 1 s see you make it.u The overseers took this 
-.> 
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challenge, used their ingenuity and came up with answers 
that
1
enabled them not only to meet the allowed hours in the 
budget, but to be.tter them, and in spite of the low level 
of production, to decrease the unit cost of the product and 
increase the productivity of their operating department. 
An excellent example of a room lowering the unit 
cost of its product is that of the twisting room. During 
' 
the month of January 19.50, production in the t"t-;risting room 
·fell: off approximately forty per cent, but .in spite of that, 
the qost.per one hundred pounds for twisting yarn dropped 
from.$8.02 per one hundred pounds at full normal ope~ating 
capacity, to $7.69 per one hundred pounds. This decrease 
was que entirely to economies made in labor required to 
serv~ce the twisting room. 
! 
It can, therefore, be stated that man hour bud-
gets were successful at Monton Mills because standard costs 
per unit were constantly obtained in all operations after 
the advent of these budgets, and the standards were not 
only met but bettered. Savings were appreciable. For the 
year Q9.51, it was estimated that the savings resulting from 
the u'se of man hour budgets amounted to two per cent of 
the payroll, or two hundred and fifty thousand dollars. 
The eXpense of administering the budgets was approximately 
nine thousand dollars, or a return of twenty-eight times 
the mpney invested. The writer believes these figures 
speak for the success of the system. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
OTHER TYPES OF COST CONTROL USED FOR THE 
I 
GUIDANCE OF FIRST LINE SUPERVISION AND 
REDUCTION OF COSTS 
In order to evaluate man hour budgets accurately, 
a comparison should be made between them and other types of 
cont~ols which have been devised to accomplish the same pur-
pose. Each person Nho develops a system believes his to be 
the ~est. This holds true for the management of Menton Mills 
Incorporated also. But there are other sysxems for 
costireduction and the control of costs which should be com-
pared to that developed for a woolen and worsted mill by the 
man hour budget director at Monton. Therefore, the man hour 
! 
I budget should be considered from a critical point of view, 
and consideration of its weak and strong points should be 
weighed against other systems. 
Three Step Plans for Cutting Costs in Your Mill* 
The writer believes this system has merit, but if 
the situation requires immediate action, the writer believes 
i 
the period for selling it would require too long a period of 
time, and that the average employee is little concerned with 
the tinancial strength of the organization for which he works 
until it is too late. 
This plan consists of the following three steps: 
* 10 jpp 110 
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1.. "Enlisting all management people in the cost 
cutting effort. 
2. Briefing operating executives and supervisors 
on a practical approach to cutting costs on 
the departmental level. 
1J• Getting rank-and-file participation in the 
campaign. 11 
The author of the article, in describing the 
three steps listed.above, states that first, the treasurer 
of the organization should brief top management on the con-
dition of the company, its position in the market, and all 
other pertinent financial facts. The management should, 
in the second step, outline to the first line supervision 
the broad financial picture, and outline the areas in which 
savings could be made such as waste, effort, talent, time, 
i 
and money. The first line supervisors should then seek the 
coope,ration of the worker in a question arid discussion per-
' 
iod. 
The writer lrnows of many instances where this 
type pf·program has been tried and failed due to apathy on 
I 
the part of the workers. It is a universal feeling among 
worke~s that the company has money and can stand the fea-
therbedding, slow downs, and limited work assignments of 
! 
which they approve in general. It is usually not until 
serious trouble has occurred, and their jobs are in danger, 
that the worker realizes the price he has to pay for the 
waste of time and money he has caused. This three step 
program does not take any concrete action, but relies on 
' - -~ . ~ .. ,-;~ ..... --., .. 
pers~asion. There iS no yard stick to measure results. 
There is not a constant reminder before first line super-
visidn of what can be expended, there is only the request 
to save. 
Requests to save are fine, but they must be fol-
lows~ by direct, forceful action on the part of management. 
The man hour budget p~esents that direct, forceful action. 
I 
! 
There is a constant reminder in front of first line super--
vision at all times to save on labor costs. There is a 
methOd of measuritl,g the results obtained by first line 
superVision in the constant fight to lower direct labor 
costs:. With the man hour budget system, the cause of the 
variance from standard can be isolated and direct pressure 
brought against that cause, thus obtaining better results. 
A system to be effective must have a purpose and 
a means by which it can be determined that the purpose has 
been accomplished. 
Daily Cost Control Boards 
Mr. John 0. Archer, in his artidle "Control Boards 
Make Foreman Watch Costs 11 *, describes a relatively simple 
method for the control of costs. Hr. Archer 1 s system is to 
! 
obtain standard c~sts for each production period according 
to prbducts manufactured for each operating unit, these 
standard costs to be posted on a 11Productrol Board11 in the 
Industrial Engineering Office of the plant, and actual costs 
' 
* 6 pp. 99-101 
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for the period plotted against them. This gives a graph-
like.effect on the 11 Board11 • The record is maintained for a 
year; and at the end of that period is photographed and 
filed. Budget meetings are held in the Industrial Engin-
eering Department so that all interested parties may see 
the ";Board" during discussions. 
It is the contention of Mr. Archer that this 
system makes the foremen budget conscious, enpourages them 
to take quick corrective action, and stimulates competition 
bet1rreen foremen in uKeeping out of the red11 • 
The writer knows that a system such as this can 
be ef,fective if the production period is short, results 
posted promptly, and the discussion period held immediately 
at t~e close of the· production period. But the quick 
figures are not available until after the period has 
closed. How much better it might be if these quick figures 
' 
were posted prior to the production period, as in the case 
of man hour budgets, and the supervisors lcnew the goal for 
which they 1r.rere "tnrorking at the start of the period. They 
might be able to prevent a loss. True, it is well to show 
the corrected standard figures base~ on actual production 
! 
as compared to actual costs. 
It is .the writer 1 s belief that the weak spots in 
this system are that the supervisor must go the the In-
dustrial Engineering Department to see the results of his 
v-rork :tn keeping costs in line, and that an estimated goal 
"I· i" • ~:t.-. 
is not established. 
Analysis of Departmental Labor Variances 
In his article, 11 Step-by-Step·Analysis of Depart-
mental Labor Variances 11 ~:-, Mr. Dulude describes a system 
l-Thich is similar to the man hour budget in that it is set 
up by operating units or cost centers, and is broken down 
by jqb classification. The system he outlines is also for 
a textile mill. This system establishes a standard labor 
cost per unit produced and at the end of the production 
period, a comparison is made between actual and standard. 
If actual is higher than standard, a breakdown is made by 
classification to determine just where the variance occurred 
and what the reason was for it. 
Reports are sent out to the.management and first 
line supervision each period showing the standard hours, 
the actual hours, and the hours' varianca in total by pro-
ducing units. This system is operated on a basis that re-
ports will be issued each week, not later than two days 
after the end of the production period. This, of course, 
is a good plan since old information,. in a case of this 
type, is next to worthless. 
However, the writer believes that Mr. Dulude's 
system lacks two important elements that the man hour bud-
gets at Monton Mills contain. First, the standards are not 
'* 8 pp. 633-63.5 
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issued prior to the start of production so that they might 
be used by supervision as a guide in the cost reduction 
campaigh, and secondly, they are issued in total for the 
operating unit unless an appreciable variance.occurs in 
which case it is broken down by labor classification. Man 
hour budgets are issued prior to the start of production 
and are broken down by classification so that each member 
of first line supervision knows just wbat he is expected 
to produce, and the number of workers of each classifica-
tion of. labor he is expected to use in obtaining that 
production. 
Daily Cost Reports 
The article, 11 Daily Repo~ts to Help the First 
Line Supervisor Control Costs in a Steel 1•1ill 11 it-, by David 
R. Clements, describes the use of an all-inclusive daily 
cost report covering labor, material, fuel, equipment, po'toJer 
and supplies. This type of report as it concerns labor, 
material, and equipment is broken down by classification of 
labor or crews of worlcrnen so that direct comparison can 
be made of the efficiency of the workers. Fuel, power and 
supplies are charged to each individual supervisor. Thus, 
each day, the supervisor knows the total cost for operating 
his department on the previous <l;ay, each point 't'rhere he 
exceeded the standard cost. 
* 7 PP• 699-710 
, ... I-· 
The information furnished by these reports is pre-
sented in operating rather than accounting terminology for 
easier reading and use by first line supervision. It is I~Ir. 
Clement 1s belief, and the writer concurs, that technical 
reports look well and are easily understood by the board of 
direotors but that they are of little use to the supervisor 
who is a practical man and understands operating rather than 
technical writings. 
This system of daily cost reports is excellent in 
that.it lists all costs with which supervision is concerned, 
' 
as well as the labor costs, and it is issued promptly and 
in readable language. It is the writ~r 1 s belief that the 
man hour budget system at Menton Mills might be improved 
' ! 
by the inclusion of all costs in the system. However, it 
is believed that Menton Mill•s systemis superior in that 
it requires planned production and issues the budget on 
I 
the basis of planned production, thus establishing a goal 
for which supervision may strive. 
Standard Labor Charts 
Professor Herbert Goodwin, of the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, a leader in the field of manage-
' 
ment engineering, recommends the use of standard labor 
charts as a guide to first line supervision in their ef-
forts to control and reduce labor costs. These charts are 
I 
prepared for each item manufactured, and for each room in 
which that item is processed, and in the various units 
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where it may be processed. The charts are distributed to 
the room foremen, and when any order is received, it is 
the duty of the supervisor to check his labor chart and 
dete~mine the number of people of each type labor re-
quired to process that order. 
After the order has been processed, each fore-
man receives a report showing the standard labor allow-
ance and the actual labor used. In this type system, there 
is a standard established prior to producing, and a com-
parison made between actual and standard so that the room 
i 
I • 
supervisor is able to check the effectiveness of his 
opera;ting and planning, and top management can check the 
efficiency of the room supervisor. 
This type of system does not require long range 
production planning and is worked on Bin order to order, or 
day to day basis. 
It is the writer's belief that a system to be ef-
fective should include production planning on a long range 
basis, establishment of labor standards for each member of 
I 
first line supe~ision prior to the start of the production 
period, a comparison between estimated and actual production, 
I 
and actual hours of labor used. If operation changes are 
made,;revisions must be made in the standards so that they 
may be maintained on a realistic basis. 
Each plant will require a system to fit its own 
individual problems •. A system cannot be taken from one 
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company and.·:ctransferred without modifications to another 
company. Therefore, it is not for the writer to say that 
any system of control is unsatisfactory. The systems men-
tioned in this chapter undoubtedly accomplished tlh.e purposes 
; 
' for which they were established in the plants whe~e they were 
~ 
used. If they accomplished this, they were succe~sful, just 
' f 
as man hour budgets are successful at Menton Mills. 
1.52. 
CHAPTER IX 
ADAPTABILITY AND POSSIBLE VALUE OF MAN HOUR BUDGET 
TO OTHER TYPES OF MANUFACTURING 
Man hour budgets as developed at Monton Mills can 
be adapted for use in other types of manufacturing indus-
tries and should prove to be of value to them. In the 
adaptation of these budgets, certain basis principles should 
be observed, namely, the development of standard hours for 
.each type product, the planning of production for workable 
periods of time, the issuing of budgets prior to the pro-
duction periodl the compar.ison of budget to actual perform-
ance, a.nd the follow-up by top management. If these prin-
, 
.: ' c~ple.s are observed in the establishment and administration 
. 
of the budgets, ~he ultimate results in monetary savings 
should be as satisfactory as at Monton Mills. 
Suggested Ways for Adapting the Budgets 
to Other Industries 
In previous chapters, the writer has described 
the development of man hour budgets at Monton Mills, and 
presented a copy of each budget with the necessary work 
sheets required. Pertinent facts concerning the adminis-
tration and use of the budgets have been presented also. 
In add·ition, comparisons have been made between the man 
hour budgets and· other types of cost control systems which 
specialize in the control of labor. 
Man hour budgets are adaptable to different types 
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of manufacturing industries, and in the following pages 
typical examples of their adaptability will be given. 
Metal working is one of the larger industries in 
this country, and the second largest in the state of Mass-
, ' 
achusetts. In the processing of sheet metal into the fin-
ished product, the first room in which the metal is pro-
cessed is known as the blanking or stamping room. In this 
room, the sheet metal is cut to size and the first forming 
operation performed. The standard machinery for a room 
such as this consists of presses ranging in size from those 
capable of exerting two tons of pressure per square inch 
down ;to those constructed to exert one hundred pounds or 
less pressure per square inch. Tools and dies are available 
to fi't the presses for each type of order to be manufactured. 
The labor in a room of this type consists of tool 
setters, tool setter helpers, press men and truckers. It 
is th~ duty of the tool setter when ari order is received to 
selec
1
t the proper set of tools and die,s from storage, select 
the press on which the job will be processed, supervise the 
installation of the tools and dies in .the press by the tool 
sette:r- helper, select the proper lot of metal to be run, 
assign the pressman to the work, and supervise the pressmen 
and truckers during the processing of the order. It is the 
tool setter's responsibility to make periodic samplings of 
the running on the presses under his direction in order to 
ascertain that established tolerances are being met. 
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It is customary in this type of room to establish 
production on the number of pieces per one hundred pounds 
after blaruting. The Scovill Manufacturing Company and the 
Ohas~ Brass and Oopper Oompa·ny, both located in Waterbury, 
Connecticut, make it a policy to have a machine assignment 
I 
of three presses for each pressman. This allows the first 
pres~ -to be running, the second press ready to run should 
the fir6t press be stopped for any reason, and the third 
for the tool setters to set up neu-r work. 
If a man hour budget were to be established for 
i 
a ro9m of this type, the first step in setting it up would 
be to establish the number of hours of tool setting required 
for each type of order or work, and the minimum sized order 
whic~ would justify that amount of labor. Then, starting 
with the minimum order which is economically profitable to 
acce~t, establish standard labor allowances at expected 
order sizes up to and including the maxim~~ order which 
would be placed for that type product. Each product would 
. have its own set of labor standards for toolsetters an~ 
tool setter helpers .. 
Since it is the duty of the pressman to feed the 
sheet metal into the press, his standards would be set on 
the number of pounds of finished product expected regardless 
of the size of the order, and the truckers 1 standards would 
be on the same basis, but each type order would have its 
own standards for pressmen and truckers. 
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To apply budgets in this type of room, it would 
be necessary to have the production schedule showing each 
order scheduled, the size of the order, and the amount to 
be produced during the period. On this information, the 
pressman and trucker standard for the period would be es-
tablished. In addition, it would be necessary to schedule 
the number of new orders to be started and the type of 
order, and on this information, the standards for the tool 
setter and tool setter helper would be established. 
The budgets would be issued based on estimated 
production and used as a guide to first line supervision 
in the calling in of help and assignment ~f work. At the 
; 
completion of the period, comparison would be made between 
budget and actual, and if discrepancies existed, steps 
would be taken to correct these discrepancies so that 
production of the finished product of the room would be at 
the lowest possible cost. 
As a second example of how man hour budgets could 
be adapted to other types of manufactur~ng industries, the 
operation of a brass rolling mill is presented. Activity 
in a brass rolling mill consists of Dolling cle~n bar 
stock received from the casting shop to the proper thick-
ness for shipment to the mill finishing department. Its 
equipment consists of various sized rolling mills and a 
battery of annealing furnaces. In the early stages of 
rolling, the metal is rolled as it comes from the annealing 
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furnaces, but in the latter stages of rolling, the metal 
is dipped in a sulphuric acid bath to clean the metal of 
its oxide film, and then dipped in water to neutralize the 
acid solution before rolling. 
A heavy breaking-down roll, or running-down roll 
is serviced by a crew of four men consisting of the roller, 
blocker, sticker and helper. On the lighter preparing and 
finishing rolls, a crew consists of five men: roller, 
blocker, stidker, acid man, and water man. Five rolls are 
serviced by a trucker who brings work to the rolls and takes 
the finished work to the annealing furnaces or the mill 
finishing department. 
The annealing furnaces are tended by annealers 
and annealer helpers. The assignment is one anne~ler to 
four furnaces, and one annealer 1 s helper to two furnaces, 
thus each set of four furnaces is serviced by one annealer 
and two helpers~ 
Set up time for rolls in a rolling mill is small, 
but much time is lost in the grinding of the rolls because 
rollers are prone to grind excessively if it is believed 
sufficient work is not available to employ them for a full 
week. Man hour budgets would be of assistance in the 
correctiomof a condition such as this. 
In brass rolling mills, such as those of the 
Scovill Manufacturing Company and the Bridgeport Brass Com-
pany, three basic types of alloys are processed, These 
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alloys are yellow brass, low brass, and leaded alloys. 
Yellow brass consists of a mixture of approximately two-
thirds copper and one-third zinc; low brass is approxi-
mately four-fifths copper and one-fifth zinc; and leaded 
alloys are mixtures of the two with a small amount of lead 
added to facilitate machine work. There are several 
qualities of each type alloy depending on the exact mix-
ture and the amount of impurities allowable in each 
mixture. Each quality has its own running properties which 
includes the number of times it can be processed in the 
rolls between annealings, and the length of time and amount 
of heat required at annealing. All bars arriving from the 
casting shop are of the same size regardless of quality. 
In setting up a man hour budget for an operation 
of this type, each alloy would be considered separately 
with the number of reductions at each roll and the length 
of annealing between rollings: being the governing factor. 
Each quality of each basic type alloy would have a standard 
for each labor classification according to its· finish guage. 
illowances would be made for grinding of the rolls, and the 
bringing of the annealing furnaces up to heat at the start 
of the production period. As sheet metal is sold on the 
poundage basis, these standards would be set on a thousand 
pound basis. From the established production schedules, 
budgets would be issued in advance as a guide to the ·super-
visor. At the end of the production period, a comparison 
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between actual and standard would be made, thus enabling 
supervision to institute steps necessary to bring actual 
labor costs into line with standard labor allowances. 
A small custom tool room would present problems 
entirely different from those of a brass rolling mill or 
a blanking room in the_ establishment of a man hour budget. 
In a room of this type, a given piece of work may take 
weeks or months to process from raw material to completed 
product. The classifications of help include tool maker 
and tool maker 1s helper, with each tool maker being 
assigned helpers based on the type of order he is pro-
cessing. On a complex set of to~ls, a tool maker might . 
be assigned two or three helpers, while on a simple set of 
tools, he might be assigned one or none. 
For a man hour budget to be applied to such a 
room, it would be necessary for the engineering depart-
ment which designed the tools to estimate the amount of 
tool makers 1 and helpers 1 labor involved to complete 
the tools to engineering specifications based on past 
performance records, and these estimates of labor sent with 
the blue prints and specifications to the tool room super-
visor. The labor estimate would also be sent to the man 
hour budget director and the production planning depart-
ment. The man hour budget director would check the labor 
estimates and accept them or question them according to 
his knowledge of past practices in the room and previous 
performance records. 
At the time the order was released for processing 
by the production planning department, the man hour budget 
director would be notified of the starting date of produc-
tion, the number of men in each classification to be em-
ployed on the work, and the dates when the order would be 
one-half completed, three-quarters completed, and the final 
completion date. From this information, the man hour budget 
director would establish the standard man hours of labor to 
process the work to each stage of completion, and would f·or-
ward these figures to the room supervisor. At the end of 
work each week, the room supervisor would send to the man 
hour budget director a progress report showing the state of 
completion of the order and the labor expended on it. These 
figures would be checked against standard and the comparative 
report issued. 
The three examples just cited of the adaptability 
of man hour budgets have been. in the field of metal fabri-
cation, but they would be just as adaptable to a wood 
working plant. In the manufacture of articles made of 
wood, the timbers are first cut to length, next to size, 
then planed, sanded, assembled, stained, and finished. 
Standards of labor could be established for each labor 
classification for each operation, production estimated 
and a man hour budget issued for the production period. 
At the end of the production period, a comparison between 
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. actual labor.and bu~get labor would be made, and if bud-
get standards were not met, corrective action would be 
taken. 
Man hour budgets are adaptable to types of manu-
facturing other than textile because they are based on 
five good manageri~l practices! 
1. The establishment of standard production 
quotas per worker per hour. 
2. Planned production for the operating unit. 
3. Established productimn quotas for the first 
line supervision. 
4. Knowleo~e of actual productivity per operat-
ing unit as compared to standard. 
5. The follow-up by top management to increase 
the productivity .of each operating unit, and 
to operate all departments of a plant within 
the standard allowances. 
By the use of these principles, man hour bud~ets can be 
aoApted to any type of manufacturing operation. 
Potential Value of Budgets to other Industries. 
The potential value of man hour budgets to manu-
facturing industries other than textiles is twofold. They 
would aid in ~he reduction of direct and indirect labor costs 
by enabling first line supervision to plan more carefully the 
amount of labor required to produce a given amount of mater-
ial. They would enable management to determine the areas 
where excess costs al"e occuring so that immediate e.nd effect-
ive steps could be instituted to better control costs in 
those areas .. 
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CONCLUSION 
Mr.. Alexander Strong, a senior partner of the 
engineering firm of Rath and Strong of Boston, Massachu-
setts,- in addressing the Merrimack Valley Cost Accountants 
Association at Andover, Massachusetts, said, 11 If New Eng-
land industry wishes to regain its competitive p.osition in 
the national economy, it must increase its productivity 
per man hour, and there is no more satisfactory method 
for management to use, in the attainment of this increased 
productivity than man hour budgets. 11 
Man hour budgets point out to management the 
actual productivity of each type of worker, they enable 
management to know each weak area in the production team. 
They establish definit~ areas of responsibility for first 
line supervision and definite objectives which they are 
expected to attain. 
Man hour budgets are an aid to first line ~uper­
vision, room foremen or overseers in the planning of labor 
required to produce a production quota and the machinery . 
required. Budgets will help .in the proper handling of 
seniority rights of the workers and thus result in better 
labor relations for the company. 
Man hour budgets will reduce the labor cost for 
manufacturing a given article. Budgets are established at 
the level of lowest unit cost and, in the attainment of 
these costs, excess labor Will be eliminated, unnecessary 
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but convenient. services deleted, and the manufacturing 
organization revised to the most efficient type and size. 
Man hour budgets make each and every person in the company, 
from the president to the janitor, aware of labor costs 
and the necessity to reduce them in all phases of pro-
o.uction. 
The potential value of man hour budgets to com-
panies in a poor competitive position is great. These 
budgets should enable them to find and isolate their high 
cost areas and take immediate steps to correct themJ> to 
constantly keep the cost of labor before all supervisors 
and management and point out the objective for which they 
are working. Budgets should reduce the direct labor cost 
of operation from two to five per cent a year, which would 
be an appreciable savings resulting in a lower sale cost 
per product manufactured. 
Man hour budgets, if properly applied to com-
panies in a poor competitive position, could make the 
difference between continued successful operation and 
failure, and if properly applied to companies in a fair 
competitive position and good financial condition, could 
make them stronger. 
GLOSSARY 
Backwasher - a machine which washes wool afte~ it has been 
carded and before it is combed. 
Board sorting - individual fiber sorting. 
Burling - pulling thread knots to the back of the cloth. 
Cap spinning - the spinning of yarn on a frame thB.t has 
heavy metal cape resting above the bobb~n 
over which the yarn passes before it is 
spun onto the bobbin. 
Carbonize - to char the vegetable matter imbedded in the 
cloth. 
Cheeses - cylindrical packages of yarn delivered from a 
winding frame. 
Count - the size of the yarn. 
Crabb - to set the cloth by immersion in baths of hot and 
cold ~mter. 
Creel - to place roving on spinning frame, and to thread 
spinning frame. 
Detack - to remove thread which holds cloth doubled dur-
ing wet finishing operations. 
Doff - full bobbins delivered from a spinning frame. 
Drawing-in - the threading of the heddles. 
Draw box - a machine which reduces the diameter of the 
sliver by controlled elongation of the sliver. 
Dresser - a machine on which the warp yarn is wound onto 
beams in preparation for weaving. 
Dresser beam - a hexagonal pole six inches in diameter on 
which warp yarn is wound. 
Drop wire - a small copper wire placed on warp yarn which 
will fall and make an electrical contact if 
the yarn breaks, thus stopping the loom. 
Dry mill - to beat the cloth after carbonizing to remove 
the charred vegetable matter. 
Filling bobbin - the bobbin that is placed in the shuttle 
of the loom. 
Filling room - the room or department in which yarn is 
wound onto filling bobbins. 
Full - to beat soap-saturated cloth to cause the 
fibers to fluff out. 
Gill - a machine which partially combs and reduces the 
sliver. 
Handing-in - separating and holding warp yarns so that 
they may readily be drawn through the 
heddle. 
Heavy--drawing - the reducing of the sliver on draw boxes 
and gills. 
Heddle - a wire to raise or lower the threads in weaving. 
Loom harness - a frame which holds the heddles. 
Make set - the placing of like pieces of cloth in the 
same truck. 
Neutralize - to wash the cloth in an alkaline bath to 
counteract the acid used in carbonizing. 
Nails - the short fibers removed from the l'lool during 
combing. 
Overlooker - inspector. 
Overseer - foreman. 
Pin drafter - a machine which combines the functions of 
a draw box and gill. 
Reed - that part of the loom which drives the filling 
against the woven fabric. 
Reeding - the threading of the yarn into the reed in 
preparation for weaving. 
Ring Spinning - the spinning of yarn on a frame with rings 
which surround the bobbin. A small wire 
carrier fits on the ring and the yarn passes 
through this carrier before being wound onto 
the bobbin .. 
Roping - the elongated sliver which is prepared for 
spinning in a woolen yarn mill. 
Roving - the elongated sliver which is prepared for 
spinning in a worsted yarn mill. 
Sand - to rough the surface of the finished cloth by passing 
it over a drum covered with sand paper. 
Scour - to "t-rash wool or cloth. 
Second hand - assistant foreman. 
Sew swing - sew the pieces of a set of cloth end to end 
and swing the set of cloth onto a flat truck. 
Shear - to trim the nap so that the surface will be even. 
Slasher - a machine which applies starch to the warp yarn 
for greater strength during weaving. 
Sliver - a fleecy strand of fibers. 
Soap - to saturate the cloth with a soap solution in 
preparation for fulling. 
Tack - sew edges of cloth together so that cloth may be 
processed double. 
Top - a ball of carded and combed wool. 
Top mill - a mill in which wool is carded and combed. 
Trap sorting - bulk fiber sorting. 
Twister - a machine which twists two yarns togethe~ used, 
for the making of fancy yarns or two-ply yarns. 
Warper - a machine that arranges the yarn on the warp beam 
in preparation for the loom. 
Warp beam - a hexagonal pole six inches in diameter on which 
warp yarn is wound. 
Warping room - the room or department in which warp yarn is 
prepared for the loom. 
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